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Dean A. M. Eberle
Division of Agriculture
South Dakota State College
Dear Dean Eberle:
This is the sixty-second annual report of the South Dakota Agricultural Ex
periment Station, presenting the progress achieved on the Station's research activ
itiesfor the fiscal yearJuly 1, 1948 to June 30, 1949.
During the year, eleven new research projects were started, bringing the total
of the year's research activities to 99. A number of problems for research have
been brought to the attention of the Station through the development program
proposed for the Missouri Basin. Although the United States Department of Ag
riculture will cooperate with the Experiment Station in conducting the research
on several of these problems, the time and the attention of many Station staff
members are being applied to the Basin problems so that valuable information
will be available for planning the Basin development program.
Due to the severe weatherthis past winter,some of the research work at the
substations had to be held over, as it was impossible to carry the livestock in the
different lots for the wintering experiments in feeding and management. Numer
ous improvements in facilities are beingmadeat the threeStatesubstations as well
as at the State Experiment Station.
As an added service to the people of South Dakota in making available to
them the progress and results of research, the Experiment Station plans to issue
quarterly reports of progress beginning with the next fiscal year.
Respectfully submitted,
Director, Experiment Station
Agricultural Research
in South Dakota
Sixty-second Annual Report
July 1, 1948, to June 30, 1949
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station
LB. Johnson, Director
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE COLLEGE
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
Brookings, South Dakota
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Soils and Crops
What are some of the soil fertility problems confronting South Dakota farmers?
One of the most important soil fertility problems is the maintenance of the
nitrogen and organic matter content of the soil at a level which will insure stable
and maximum crop yields.
How can soil nitrogen and organic matter be maintained in the soil?
Growing legumes and grasses and returning all of the crop residues to the
soil, either directly or in a form of manure, are the best ways.
Growing grasses in the crop rotation has increased crop yields as well as con
serving organic matter supply of the soil. The following table gives the effects of
grassesand other soil treatments on corn yields.
bushels per acre
Brome grass, 6 years 68.0
Crested wheat grass, 6 years 76.7
Sweet clover—plowed August 73.1
Corn-oats-wheat 64.0
Continuous corn 59.8
How long does the effectof grasses in the crop rotation last?
The effectsof grasses on crop yields may be noticeable for several years. Ex
perimental plots which had been in brome grass and crested wheat from 1942—
1945, were planted to corn in 1946, wheat in 1947 and corn again in 1948. The
yields of cornin 1948 were 79.8 bushels per acre for the plots that were in brome
grass and 75.3 bushels per acre for the plots that were in crested wheatgrass.
Similar plots in a corn-wheat rotation yielded 64.0 bushels per acre. It is evident
that the effectof grasses on crop yields will last for at least three crop years.
What evidence do we have that yields of crops are reduced by a lack of soil
nitrogen?
Nitrogen deficiency is very noticeable on many farms. Plants that lack ade
quate nitrogen are yellow in color, have narrow leavesand are small in size.
What effect does a good supply of available soil nitrogen have on the yields of
crops when periods of drouth occur?
It was noticeable in the May drouth of 1948 that the small grains withstood
the lack of water better where there was adequate soil nitrogen supplied by fertil
izer or a previous planting of legumes, than where this was not the case. For ex-
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Laying out a fertilizer field trial on a private farm.
ample, inacorn-oats-wheat rotation, the yield of wheat was 14.1 bushels per acre.
In the same rotation where 20 pounds ofnitrogen was applied per acre with fertil
izer, theyield of wheatwas24.6 bushels peracre.
Howcan thenitrogen removed from soils by crops bereplaced?
One ofthe ways ofreplacing soil nitrogen is by growing legumes in the crop
rotations. Thefollowing table shows the effects oflegumes and legumes andphos
phate fertilizer on the yields of wheat for 1948, in a corn-wheat-clover rotation
compared to the yields ofwheat in a corn-wheat and a corn-oats-wheat rotation.
Sweet Clover-plowed August—phosphate fertilizer 33.3
Sweet Clover-plowed August—no phosphate fertilizer_...30.1
Sweet Clover-plowed June—phosphate fertilizer 30.1
Sweet Clover-plowed June—no phosphate fertilizer 28.1
Corn-wheat 25.8
Corn-oats-wheat 14.1
The results of this experiment show conclusively that theyields of wheat are
much increased byincludinga legume in the croprotation.
What resultshave beenobtained by fertilizer field trials?
The 1948 field trials with small grains led to two fairly definite conclusions;
First, themost efficient ratio ofnitrogen tophosphorus is1:1. Forevery pound of
nitrogen fertilizer applied per acre there should be one pound ofphosphoric acid
applied. Thesecond conclusion is thatsmall grains showed little ornoresponse to
more than20 pounds ofnitrogen per acre. Onmany soils a pound offertilizer nit
rogen gave abushel increase inoats yield upto a maximum of20 pounds ofnitro
gen per acre when phosphorus was also supplied in the fertilizer. (Project 46.
Leaders: L. F. Puhr and W. W. Worzella, Agronomy Department.)
A\^hat soil experiments are being conducted under dryland conditions in western
South Dakota?
Field plot studies are being made to determine the effects of crop rotations,
residue management, tillage methods, manure applications, and fertilizers on
crop yields. Investigations are also being conducted to determine the effects of
these various treatments on the soil.
What results have been obtained thus far?
Barley yields were increased about 8bushels per acre by nitrogen at15 pounds
per acre, 4 bushels by phosphorus at 50 pounds of treble superphosphate, and
about 6 bushels by nitrogen and phosphorus combined. These yields are in com
parison to average check plot yields of 28.7 bushels peracre and are for the 1948
season only. On spring wheat, phosphorus alone gave the best response, but all
treatments gave less response than those received on barley. (Project 4. Leaders:
L. O. Fine and A. N. Hume, Agronomy Department.)
Whatprogress has been made in theSoil Testing program for South Dakota?
The procedures for determining available phosphorus and available potas
sium were changed to methods that better serve our purpose. Preliminary work
ti
SoilTesting.Weighingout the exactamount of soil for chemical and physical tests made on
samples sent to the laboratory by farmers.
was started for thedetermination and study of theorganic mattercontent ofSouth
Dakotasoils. Nine hundredand thirty-seven soil samples were tested; 517 of these
were for individual farmers. Recommendations for good soil fertility manage
ment, including the use of commercial fertilizers where needed, were made for
each soil sample submitted by a farmer. Directions for taking soil samples were
published in Agronomy Pamphlet No. 17.
In what way is the Soil Testing Laboratory cooperating to improve its
recommendations ?
The Soil Testing Laboratory in cooperation with the Extension Service and
the County Crop Improvement Associations has set up fertilizer demonstration
plots onfarms throughout the state. Thesoil samples from the demonstration plots
are tested and the yield response,due to added fertilizer, determined. This work
will determine the general productivity level ofour soils and help in making rec
ommendations. (Project 172. Leader: Paul L. Carson, Agronomy Department.)
If irrigation becomes a reality in central South Dakota, what changes in soil
management practices will be required }
Field plot work isbeing conducted at the Redfield development farm, in co
operation with the Bureau of Reclamation, in an attempt to answer some of the
questions anticipated. Thus far, results have indicated that quite heavy nitrogen
fertilization ormanure application will be necessary to make yields under irriga
tion considerably higher than those obtained under present dryland conditions.
(Project 173. Leader: L.O.Fine, Agronomy Department.)
Howdoes theExperiment Station cooperate withother agencies in thestate in soil
survey work?
Before each field season all agencies interested insoil surveys in the state (Ex
periment Station, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering,
Soil Conservation Service and Bureau of Reclamation) meet in Brookings for a
work planning conference. The results of cooperation during the past year are
discussed and each agency indicates the areas needing work during the coming
season and the personnel and equipment it can furnish for this work. The pro
grams of the four agencies are integrated in this manner and data is shared to
prevent overlapping of work.
What soil survey work was accomplished inSouth Dakota last year?
The Experiment Station surveyed 25,000 acres inSpink County, using a very
detailed legend. This work separates out every soil difference and will bea basis
for standardizing and correlating the future work in the James Valley. The Bu
reau ofPlant Industry, Soils andAgricultural Engineering assisted in some ofthe
correlation work.
The Experiment Station assisted the Soil Conservation Service inestablishing
farm planning legends in the east half ofGrant County and in Clark andAurora
Counties. Preliminary inspections for correlation purposes were made of Day,
Jerauld and Gregory Counties. These counties were mapped by the Soil Conser-
vation Service and this correlation work was undertaken to serve as a foundation
upon which to base future recommendations regarding the disposition of these
surveys. (Project 173. Leader; F. C. Westin, Agronomy Department; Bureau of
PlantIndustry, Soils andAgricultural Engineering, cooperating.)
What method of tillage ismost effective in preventing soil removal bywind?
Subsurface tillage was the most effective tillage method in preventing soil
removal by wind. The least effective tillage method was moldboard plowing.
Utilizing crop residue on the surface as nmlch gave 25 percent greater protection
to the soilthan when the residuewasincorporated with the surface soil bydisking.
Residue turned under with the moldboard plow gave 54 percent less protection to
the soil than stubblemulch. When all previous smallgrain residue was returned
tothesoil, greater protection from wind erosion was obtained regardless of initial
tillage operation. The addition of manure to 6-inch wheat stubble reduced wind
erosion on both oneway disked and moldboard plowed land, but increased it
slightly on subsurface tilledland.
t
What effect does grass sodhave on soilremoval bywind?
Soillosses for this study,asmeasured by the wind tunnel, are reportedfor the
first time since 1945. This also is the first year that soil erosiondata was obtained
from land returned to cultivation in the fall of 1945 after 4 years in grass. The
4-year grass land, after 3 years ofcultivation, lost approximately thesame amount
of soil as the 2-year grass land in cultivation for the past 5 years. Land retired to
grass 3 years lost the smallest quantity of soil in 1948. Land where grass was ex
cludedfrom the rotationlostapproximately 214 tonsmoresoil per acrethan the 2-
and 4-year grass land. Land 2 years in crested wheatgrass, after 5 years of cultiva
tion,lost80percent less soil than landwhere grass was excluded from the rotation.
Land retired to western wheatgrass for 2 years, lost88 percent mere soil per acre
after 5 years of cultivation, than crested wheatgrass land under the same treat
ment. A fibrous rooted bunch grass (crested wheatgrass) offered more resistance
to wind erosion than a coarse rooted sodforminggrass(westernwheatgrass).
How are the soil-moisture surveys and ground-cover observations progressing?
Data sheets recording soil-moisture conditions and ground-cover observations
weremade on 732 cultivatedfields and 27pastures in 1948. The acres of cultivated
and pasture land included-in this study are 53,644 and 10,190 acres, respectively.
The number of sample areas surveyed in the seven Soil Conservation Districts
selected for thisstudy were as follows: American Creek,92cultivated fields and 6
pastures; Beadle, 99 cultivated fields and6 pastures; Brule-Buffalo, 124 cultivated
fields and 1 pasture; Clearfield-Keyapaha, 81 cultivated fields and 2 pastures;
Haaken, 87 cultivated fields and 1 pasture; and Spink, 145 cultivated fields and 8
pastures. (Project 15 and 16. Leader: R. A. Cline, Agronomy Department, Soil
Conservation Service,cooperating.)
SmallGrain Breedingand Testing
Whatproblems arebeing investigated in barley, winter wheat andrye?
The barley breeding program emphasizes earliness, standability, increased
yieldand stability of yield, togetherwith improved drouth, insect and disease re
sistance. The two recent barley releases, Feebar and Plains, represent some prog
ress, but there is much room for improvement.
The breeding work in winter wheat and rye is as yet in a preliminary stage.
Winter-hardiness isof paramount importance in winterwheat and a major effort
isbeingmadeto improve thischaracteristic. The ryeworkwillbecentered around
improved yield and seed uniformity until a suitable approach is found for a
marked increase in standability.
What approach isbeingusedasa meansof obtainingimproved varieties?
Four approaches are being used in an effort to find a solution to some of the
foregoing problems: (1) The pedigree method; (2) the backcross method; (3)
bulk crosses; (4) intergenericand interspecific crosses.
The first three methods are being used in the barley improvement work.
There are 3,000 lines in the nursery from which superior types may be isolated.
At present the rye work is comprised of progeny testing and recombining
superior types, while all four methods are being used in the winter wheat work.
How doesthe coordinatedtesting program benefitthe South Dakota farmer?
Six cooperative tests are being grown in South Dakota. These tests include
superior lines from other states and are grown in comparison with adapted vari
eties in this state. In this way it is possible to obtain data prior to the release of a
variety in an adjacentstate. Where the situation warrants, it is possible to obtain
seed of superior varieties fromother states for increase. An example of this is seen
in Minter winter wheat, which was produced cooperatively by the Minnesota
Agricultural Experiment Station and USDA, and which was jointly released by
the South Dakota and MinnesotaAgricultural Experiment Stations.
Will any new barley, winter-wheat or rye varieties be released in the near future?
One release, a newryevariety, may beexpected in 1950. This variety hasex
hibited superior winter hardiness, early spring recovery and good yielding ability.
Oneof themainobjectives in the release of this variety is to supply South Dakota
farmers with a source ofcertified seed ofanadapted, wijiterhardy rye. (Project 25:
Leader: J. E. Grafius,AgronomyDepartment.)
What is the scope of breeding and testingwork in spring wheat,oatsand flax?
Breeding and testing work has been greatly expanded; an extensive back-
crossing program for resistance to drouth, diseases and grasshoppers is now in
progress in spring wheat; in oats, selections of early oats made at Highmore in
1948are now being tested for disease resistance. Selections of flax made at Brook-
ings are being tested for yield in 1949. Expanded greenhouse facilities have been
very helpful in permitting the continuation ofbreeding work during the winter
months. Large numbers of promising strains developed in other states are being
tested in cooperation with the U.S.D.A. for possible adaptation to this area. Sev
eral promising strains ofspring wheat and oats developed at this station are being
tested over the entire region.
How was the releaseof Rushmore spring wheat carried out?
Four thousand, eight hundred bushels of Rushmore spring wheat were re
leased to theSouth Dakota CropImprovement Associations in thewinter of 1948-
49. An additional 300 bushels were released to adjacent state experiment stations
for simultaneous multiplication m their states. On the basis of pastperformance,
Rushmore is expected to he an improvement over other spring wheat varieties
now grown in South Dakota. Rushmore is discussed much more fully in the
South Dakota Experiment Station Bulletin 394, "Rushmore Spring Wheat, pub
lished in April, 1949.
What are the increases being contemplated for future release?
Some 120 acres of the new hulless oat selection were seeded for increase in
1949. A brief history and a description of this variety are given in the Sixty-first
4800bushels of Rushmore springwheatstored in Agronomy seedhouse, ready for shipment
to County Crop Improvement Associations.
Annual Station Report. The 1948 performanceof this variety was very favorable
both in yield and agronomic qualities, the variety excelling established varieties
by 10—20%when adjustment is made for hulls.
In cooperation with the U.S.D.A.flaxprogram, a small increase of a new flax
variety wasseeded in 1949. This selection is slightly later than Dakota flax, but it
has been outstanding in yield and agronomic qualities and produces a high per
centage of high quality oil. Its adaptation will likely be limited to northeastern
South Dakota. (Project 181. Leader: V. A. Dirks, Agronomy Department).
Corn Breeding and Testing
What is being done to develop hybrids adapted to South Dakota's growing
conditions?
Eight acres on the Agronomy Farm at Brookings were planted to breeding
material. Some 15,000 hand pollinations were made. They included: the produc
tion of single crosses and experimental doublecrosses, both for future yield testing
purposes; the maintenance of inbred lines; and the pollinations necessary toward
developing new inbred lines.
Are new hybrids being developedonly for the Brookings area?
Yield testson single crosses and experimental double crosses, made up from
breeding material in the 1947 nursery, wereconducted in 1948 in Roberts, Brook
ings, Hyde, Hanson, Minnehaha, and Clay counties. Efforts are being made to
develop double crosses whichare of suitable maturity for the areas represented by
each of the above counties. In addition to the observations made during the season,
yields and moisture precentages at harvest timewere takenon each entryin each
Why are single cross tests conducted when commercial hybrids are generally
double crosses?
Information obtained from single cross tests are of value in breeding work.
For example, yields from single crosses can be used to predictthe performance of
doubles made from them and this saves considerable work. Such tests are not
beingmade with the ideaof using the singlecrosses directly in a commercial way.
Have any new hybrids beenput out by the South Dakota Station the past year?
No new hybridswere released by this station last year. Several experimental
doubles looked very promising and it is hoped some of them may be worthy of re
lease in the near future. (Project 66. Leader: D. B. Shank, Agronomy De
partment.)
Can South Dakota State College help the farmer selecta good commercial hybrid
for his farm?
Eleven yield tests were conducted in 1948 on hybrids actually being sold to
farmers. They were located in Lawrence, Dewey, McPherson, Hyde, Brown, Rob
erts, Brookings, Tripp, Hanson, Minnehaha, and Clay Counties. Twenty-five
An extra crop of hybrid corn is grown in the greenhouse during the winter months to speed
up the breeding work.
entries were included in each test. The particular hybrids tested in each case were
those which were sold to the greatest extent to farmers in the area represented by
each test. Yield and maturity information were obtained on each hybrid.
How has this information been made available to the farmer?
The results have been published in South Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station Circular No. 76, entitled, "1948 Corn Performance Tests." (Project 151.
Leader: D. B. Shank, Agronomy Department.)
To what extent can rate and date of corn planting influenceyield?
In a continuation study to determine the best rates and dates for planting,
corn was planted May 1, and May 20. It was planted thick and later thinned to
two, three and four plants per hill; hills were 42 inches apart. In 1948, the average
yield of early, medium and late strains was 90.0bushels from planting May 1 and
90.4 bushels from planting May 20. The yield of the early strain was consistent
with previous years, in that highest yield came from planting May 20. Highest
yields were invariably produced by three or more plants per hill, as in previous
years. (Project4.Leader: A. N. Hume, Agronomy Department.)
Breeding and Testing of Grasses and Legumes
What is being done to develop a hardy pasture and range-type alfalfa for South
Dakota conditions?
Naturalized stands of alfalfa of hybrid origin have heen locatedin the eastern
and in the western part of the state, and have heen sampled extensively bymeans
of collections of open-pollinated seed from individual plants. A nursery of 12,000
spaced plants derived from these collections has been established at the main sta
tion for evaluation and selection purposes. An additional2,100 plants wereestab
lished on the Range Field Station at Cottonwood so that hardiness, survival and
adaptability of lines can be evaluated under more extreme conditions of soil and
climate.
Because of their hybrid nature and the length of their survival in South Da
kota (nearly 35 years) the naturalized stands of alfalfa offer opportunities for
studying under natural conditionsthe relationships of hardinessand survival with
degreeof hybridization, habit of growth, and structural characters.
How does the Experiment Station keep informed on the adaptability of new
strainsand varieties of legumes that are producedbyother states?
Extensivetests in field plotsare conducted each year at severallocationsin the
state. These include 25 or more varieties and strains of alfalfa, 8 to 10 varieties of
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Brome grass plots grown with and without alfalfa. Alfalfa and brome growing together
greatly increase the hay and pasture yields.
sweetclover and 5 to 10varieties of red clover. Their performance is measured in
terms of (1) ease of establishing stands (2) seedling vigor (3) percentage stand
(4) winter survival (5) disease resistance and (6) forage and seed yield. Results
are made available in progress reports published by theExperiment Station. (Proj
ect 74. Leader; M. W. Adams, Agronomy Department.)
Whyshould grass forforage always begrown witha legume?
In tests conducted at the main and substations it was found that by growing
alfalfa with grass, yields of forage were increased in many cases more than ICQ
percent above the yield ofgrass alone and 15 to30 percent over alfalfa alone. This
increased yield ofa grass-legume mixture over grass alone has become greater the
longer the grass is established. The grass growing alone has exhausted all available
nitrogen, but when grown in mixture the legume has supplied this plant food.
Strains ofbromegrass which have come from fields established aslongas40years
in this state appear to be superior to imported strains.
What is thebestsource ofmaterial for superior strains of grass forSouth Dakota?
Old fields of bromegrass and crested wbeatgrass throughout the state have
been located. Both seed and plants have been taken from these. Single plants are
being grown and their progenies are being tested. Thebest plants ofthese progen
ies will be selected as the basis for a superior variety. Fourteen thousand plants
from selected parents of Bromegrass, Ree wbeatgrass. Crested wbeatgrass and
creeping red fescue were started as seedlings in the greenhouse early in the spring
and transplanted individually into the field during May. Theperformance ofthese
progenies provides abasis for selecting superior parents. Controlled pollinations of
superior clones (cuttings) were carried out to determine desirable combinations
a;-; a basis for the building of a new variety of the adapted grasses. (Project 182.
Leader: J. G. Ross, Agronomy Department.)
What are the prospects of getting a superior variety of soybeans for each major
maturity zone in easternSouth Dakota?
Through a cooperative arrangement with the U. S. Regional Soybean Labo
ratory and other states, from 40 to 50 different strains and varieties of soybeans
are tested each year at three locations in eastern South Dakota. During the past 2
years the new varieties. Capital and Hawkeye, have proved to be superior in
yield, oilcontent, andlodging resistance, andofsatisfactory maturity. Strains now
being tested throughout the eastern soybean region show satisfactory maturity for
the northern,central and southern zones. Their suitability in yield and otherchar
acters is being evaluated in similar tests during the present season. (Project 148.
Leader: M.W. Adams, Agronomy Department, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils
and Agricultural Engineering cooperating.)
Sorghum Breeding and Testing
What is being done to improve sorghums?
The sorghum breeding nursery contains 658 strains ofgrain and forage sor
ghums and Sudan grass. These strains are being appraised for earliness, grain and
[13]
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A foundation field of Norghum—1948.
forage quality, yield, standability and adaptability. This past season recombination
of 12 early and the better agronomic strains were crossed for future selection and
appraisal.
What benefits are derived from the sorghum breeding program?
This spring about 10,000 pounds of Norghum seed were released by the
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station to the County Crop Improvement
Associations for increase purposes. Tests made in differentareas of the stateshow
Norghum to be adapted throughout the state and it should replace most of the
older varieties now grown for grain production.
Are new strains ofgrain and forage sorghums being tested in the state?
Sorghum variety tests were conducted on 54 strains of grain and forage sor
ghums at 7 locations in the state. Norghum, the new early maturing combine
grain sorghum was consistently a high yielder, maturing early at all stations test
ed. A cooperative nursery of 21 out-of-state strains and 3 South Dakota strains
were tested at3locations inthe state and at 19 locations in 5sorghum producing
states.
What results were obtained by treating sorghum seed with colchicine?
Observations and field data were taken on 150 lines of grain sorghum which
had been treated with colchicine. Considerable changes were noted as to type of
plant growth, height of plants, maturity, seed size and color of foliage. These re
sults appear to be promising enough that 350 lines were treated in the greenhouse
and seed harvested and planted in the nursery for further study. (Project 61.
Leader; C. J.Franzke,Agronomy Department.)
Can sorghum for seed production be harvested with abinder, cured in the shock
and threshed in the late winter?
Eleven strains of grain sorghum at the Cottonwood substation and 2 strains
at themainstation were harvested before frost andshocked out in the field tocure.
Also, after several hard freezes, a second harvest was made at the main station.
Each month thereafter head samples were taken from each strain from the shock
for germination tests. Sorghum seed which was harvested before frost and dried
artificially showed higher germination than the seed lots cured out in the shock.
The longer the seed was stored in the shock during the winter the lower the ger
mination of the seed.
Can sorghum seed be planted incold, wet soil?
Seeds of 88 strains of grain sorghum were placed in a cold chamber at45° E.
for 14 days before being taken out and germinated at room temperature. Results
showed that strains varied in germination from 0to 62.9 percent. By the use of the
cold germination test it will be possible to select.and breed sorghum strains which
can be planted earlier in cold wet soils and secure good stands. This will aid con
siderably in producing ahigher quality grain crop in this state. (Project 112. Lead
er; C. J.Franzke,Agronomy Department.)
Noxious Weed Control
What isthe most practical plan for using 2,4-D inaweed control program?
As small grain and perennial grasses are quite tolerant of 2,4-D, it is possible to
control susceptible broad-leaved perennial, biennial and annual weeds in these
crops. Only annual weeds should be treated in corn or sorghum, however, and
only the more susceptible annual weeds should be treated in flax.
What are some of the newchemicals that can be used for weed control on South
Dakota farms?
Numerous new chemicals developed and tested for weed control never reach
the market as they prove less effective than the ones being used. On the list of
recent developments in chemicals are TCA (trichloroacetic acid); 2,4,5-T (2,4,5-
Tichlorophenoxyacetic acid); and sodium sulfamate, commonly called Ammate.
TCA promises to be useful for annual grass type weed control and at high con
centrations for quackgrass control. The cost of this chemical may prevent exten
sive use except on small patches of quackgrass. Experimental results with 2,4,5-T
indicate that it is somewhat more effective than 2,4-D on certain woody plants.
Because of the high cost of2,4,5-T it can be used most economically in mixtures
with 2,4-D on woody plants. Sodium sulfamate has been used successfully for the
preventionof sprouting on tree stumps.
^Vhat is the most practical means of controlling small patches of noxious weeds?
Field bindweed has been successfully controlled with 2,4-0 when applied
properly. A90-95 percent kill can be obtained; however, for complete kill sodium
chlorate is recommended. Canada thistle, perennial sow thistle, Russian knap
weed, and perennial peppergrass are best eradicated by the use of sodium chlorate.
Leafy spurge is best eradicated by using boron compounds. These chemicals leave
thesoil sterile foroneyearor more.
Quack grass may be eradicated with sodium chlorate, but heavy rams follow-
ing treatment may leach the chemical below the shallow root system. The promis-
ingresults ofTCA onquackgrass may prove it tobe the most economical means
of control.
What is being done to devitalize or kill weed seeds in grain samples?
Dielectric heating by means ofa radio frequency generator was used to de
vitalize weed seeds in grain samples. Weed seeds were killed at plate voltages of
2700 to 2900 when exposed for 2to 5minutes. Crops and weed seeds tested includ
ed wheat, oats, barley, field bindweed, perennial peppergrass, leafy spurge, wild
mustard, quackgrass, wild oats and Canada thistle. (Project 32. Leaders: L. A.
Derscheid, L. M. Stabler, D. E. Kratochvil and D. W. Lambert, Agronomy De
partment, Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils and Agricultural Engineering co
operating.)
Agricultural Chemistry
How does 2,4-D application affect the nitrogen constituents of the corn plant?
Corn seedlings were grown in culture solutions supplied with Trelease cul
ture media and subsequent additions of 5,10, and 20 parts per million 2,4-D as the
sodium salt. These treatments, together with an untreated control, constituted the
four seriesof the experiment.
In thispreliminary study it was found that:
1. Ammonium nitrogen increased in the roots atall three 2,4-D levels.
2. Glutamine increased in the roots, but only slightly in the tops of the treated
plants.
3. Asparagme increased in the tops with variable changes occurring in the
4. Residual amino acids increased inboth tops and roots.
5. Nitrate nitrogen decreased markedly in the roots and toa lesser extent in
the topsof thecornplants.
6."True"protein decreased in the tops, butnotin the roots.
7. Total nitrogen decreased in the tops and increased in the roots.
8. Total sugais increased in the tops, but no consistent change was noted in
the roots.
Do minor element deficiencies result in nitrate accumulation by plants?
Arecent article by Hewitt etal. (Nature 163:681, 1949) states that deficien
cies ofmanganese and/or molybdenum resulted inthe accumulation ofnitrates in
[16]
the leavesof cauliflower plants. These observations confirm the excessiveaccumu
lation of nitrates in oat plants raised in solution cultures devoid of manganese as
reported in the 54th Annual Station Report.
The explanation is given that manganese and molybdenum catalyze separate
reactions affecting the concentration of amino acids as metabolic nitrogen inter
mediates. It is suggested that molybdenum controls one or more reactions in
amino acid production from nitrates, while manganese functions in the chain of
reactions which result in the utilization of amino acids already produced.
Manganese deficiency could be expected in some areas of the state where soils
are of alkaline reaction. The unavailability of manganese could be a contributing
factor in the accumulation of nitrates as noted for certain cereal crops in previous
reports. (Project 87.A. L. Moxon, E. I. Whitehead, and Frances L. Moyer,Station
Chemistry Department; G. S. Harshfield, Veterinary Department.)
Which amino acids accumulate in the corn plant when it is fertilized with excess
ammonium sulfate?
Previous experiments in supplying corn plants grown in culture solutions
with excess ammonium nitrogen [120 milliequivalents (NH4)2S04 per liter]
have shown that, among other nitrogen compounds, free a-amino acids accumu
late in large amounts.
Corn seedlings, previously depleted of inorganic nitrogen reserves, were sup
plied ammonium sulfate in increasing amounts, so that at the ninth day the level
of ammonium sulfate was 100 milli-equivalents per liter of culture solution. Con
trol plants were maintained in a nitrogen-free solution, but potassium sulfate was
supplied in amounts equivalent to the ammonium sulfate additions to the treated
series. The plants were harvested on the twelfth day and water extracts of the
ground, air-dried plant tissues (tops and roots) wereprepared.
Two-dimensional paper partition chromatograms of the water-extracts were
used in preliminary identification of the amino acids present in the water extracts.
Of the severalamino acids showing increases,glutamic acid and aspartic acid have
been determined microbiologically (using Lactobacillusarabinosus for the former-
determination and Leuconostoc mesenteroides for the latter) and alanine has
been measured colorimetrically.
The Residual o-amino, Aspartic Acid, Glutamic Acid, and Alanine Values (mg. N/kg. A.D.
tissue) of Roots and Tops of Corn Plants Grown in Nitrogen-free
and Nitrogen-plus Culture Solutions
Starved Fed N Starved Fed N
Residual a-amino N : 717 4380 867 2547
Aspartic Acid 76 368 74 116
% of Residual - 10.6 8.4 8.5 4.5
Glutamic Acid 179 354 163 188
% of Residual 24.9 8.8 18.8 7.4
Alanine 293 1714 375 912
% of Residual : 40.8 39.1 43.2 35.8
While glutamic acid and aspartic acid were found to increase markedly in
the roots of the ammonium fed plants and to a lesser extent in the tops, the in
creasewas not comparable to that of the free amino acids (residual a-amino nitro
gen). Indeed proportional decreases in glutamicand aspartic acids wererecorded
on this basis.
The increase in alanine contentwasespecially notable in the roots and tops of
the corn plants fed ammonium nitrogen.As part of the free amino acids, alanine
showed a proportional inc:ease in the roots, but not in the tops, of the nitrogen-fed
plants.
Since noneof the aminoacids thus far studiedhave increased at rates propor
tionally greater than the free amino acids as a whole, but instead have decreased
in several instances, then oneor more of the amino acids, as yet not assayed, will
be found to increase at proportionally greater rates. The paper chromatograms
showed that valine, glycine, phenylalanine, leucine, and tyrosine (in tops only)
alsoincreased and determinations of theseaminoacids may reveal that oneor sev
eral may exceed the average rate of amino acid synthesis (as measured by the
water-soluble amino acid content), when corn plants are fed excess ammonium
nitrogen. (Project 130. Leaders: A. L. Moxon, E. I. Whitehead and Frances L.
Moyer, Station Chemistry; G. S. Harshfield, Veterinary Department; C. M.
Nagel, Plant Pathology Department.)
Fruits and Vegetables
Are hybrid tomato seeds worth their extra cost.^
Test plots of tomato hybrids have been located in different areas of the state.
The yield has varied greatly betweenhybrids and between the different locations.
This suggests that the tomato, likemanyother crops, is betteradaptedto onearea
than it is to another. Hybrid tomatoes are more vigorous than most named vari
eties and if well adapted to the area will greatly increase the yield. If poorly
adapted they are not likely to be worth the addedcost. The tomato breeding pro
gram hasdeveloped hybridtomatoes that havegivengoodyields in SouthDakota.
One will be released in 1950. (Project 49. Leader: S. A. McCrory, Horticulture
Department.)
How may the greatest yield of strawberries be obtained.'
The maximum yields of strawberries have come from plantings that are one
year old. After two years, both yield and quality are lower. Over a 5-year period
Senator Dunlap has been the most consistent in producing a good crop. Early
spring setting of plants and winter mulching after the plants are well hardened
are essential to a good yield. (Project 145. Leader: S. A. McCrory, Horticulture
Department.)
What raspberry varietiesare promising.'
Madawaska is oneof the mostpromising raspberry varieties developed since
theintroduction ofLatham. Thehigh yielding ability ofitsgood quality fruit has
A well-cared-for strawberry planting, belonging to Georgia Dillon, Tripp County. Note
the sprinkling system used.
exceeded all other varieties observed. The plants have shown excellent winter
survival the last two years at Brookings.
What further work in fruit breeding is being done?
The work with fruit breeding is divided into two types; (1) crossing plants
and (2) growing the plant from seed to a bearing age. The latter is a long time
process. Several thousand apple, apricots, plum and cherry seedlings are now
leaching a bearing age, andfurther study of them will bemade. The study of the
quality of fruit and its general adaptation to local growing conditions will be
required. Several selections have been given a number and will probably be
named in the near future. The use of a tub orchard to carry the lesswinter hardy
stock forcrossing hasbeen replaced in part bypollen obtained fromother stations.
Refrigeration permits a longtime storage of pollen. (Project 1.Leader: S. A. Mc-
Crory, Horticulture Department.)
Is therea hybrid sweet corn withquality equalto theopen-pollinated varieties?
Hybrid sweet corn, like other hybrid vegetables, has been developed for a
specific purpose. While it is true that quality has sometimes been sacrificed in
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order toget other characters, it is not true that hybrid sweet corn is oflow quality.
The sweet corn breeding program has developed some very high quality sweet
corn hybrids that will be released soon. (Project 68. Leader: S. A. McCrory,
Horticulture Department.)
Whatmethod offertilizing increases vegetable yields?
Testplots were conducted at Brookings, Spearfish, Sisseton, Eureka, Newell,
Highmore, and Aberdeen to compare yields of five vegetable crops grown with
application ofmanure, Vigoro, (4-12-4), a combination ofboth, and notreatment.
Vigoro was applied ata rate of400 pounds per acre, and manure was applied atan
approximate rate of20 tons per acre. Tomatoes, carrots, beans, peas and early cab
bage were the vegetables grown.
Seed was sown at dates usually recommended for the crop. Tomato plants
were grown atBrookings and were set out after all danger offrost was past. Early
cabbage was planted in late April andearly May.
Spacings of the various vegetables were as follows:
Tomatoes—4 ft. x 3 ft. in all plots
Carrots—2 ft. rows, thinned to about 2 inches
Beans—2 ft. rows
Peas—2 ft. rows
Early cabbage—2 Vi ft. x 1'/z ft.
The vegetables growing over the longest period responded most readily to
fertilizer and manure treatment. The response from manure and fertilizer treat
ments was quite variable; in some instances manure gave best response and in
others, Vigoro did. Tomatoes responded bestfrom the fertilizer treatment.
Irrigation was an important factor in obtaining positive response. Where
water was applied artificially thevegetable crop responded most to fertilizer treat
ment. A combination of manure and Vigoro produces the greatest yield if the
crop to which it is applied is a heavy feeder such as the tomato. (Project 144.
Leader:L. A. Yager, HorticultureDepartment.)
Tomatoes—Average—All Stations—Basis 4' x 3' Spacing
Brookings (Irrigated)
Brookings (Dry)
Spearfish (Irrigated) _
Sisseton (Dry)
Eureka (Dry)
Newell (Irrigated)
Highmore (Dry)
Aberdeen (Dry)
Av. yield per plant, lbs.
Marketable Yield
Av. no. fruit per plant
--15.13 18.76 18.26 13.46 45.8 52.0 54.2 39.9
— 5.88 5.20 7.04 4.63 26.38 23.29 32.50 21.25
._.21.30 18.99 23.01 19.26 71.7 61.9 73.1 63.6
— 3.13 4.26 3.16 2.26 9.26 12.56 9.33 6.73
4.67 4.98 4.71 3.04
1-73 1.34 2.59 2.58 9.16 6.57 12.85 12.17
— 2.24 1.98 1.93 1.85 8.11 6.40 6.73 6.63
— 3.55 4.03 4.16 2.73
M—Manure; V—Vigoro; M&V—Both Manure and Vigoro; C—Check.
Av. weight of single
fruits harvested (lbs.)
M V M&V C
.330 .361 .337 .337
.223 .223 .217 .218
.297 .307 .315 .303
.338 .339 .339 .336
.189 .204 .202 .212
.276 .309 .287 .279
(Top) Shelter belt rows 16 feet apart. On the left are deadChinese elm,and on the right
are live Russian olive trees. (Bottom) Close spacing. The rows are 8 feet apart.
Shelter Belt Investigations
What new information was obtained this year on shelter belts?
The shelter belt established at the Cottonwood substation in 1942 was de
signed to test: (1) the survival of several species of trees and shrubs under the
trying conditions ofwestern South Dakota, (2) the value ofalternating two dif
ferent species of trees in the same row, and (3) the effect of different spacing be
tween rowsand differentspacing between individual trees within the rows.
The data secured by 1949 after a series of severe seasons which killed out
many of thetrees issufficient to evaluate thesurvival of the species employed, to
show that the alternation of different species in the row is of little value and to
demonstrate the value of close planting.
Where was the shelter belt located?
The area occupied by theshelter beltlies to thenorthof the farm buildings of
the substation.Situated in a shallow valley surrounded by low hills which afford
no protection against the north-west windsof winter, trees suffer severe damage.
The soil is almost pure clay with no organic topsoil, except in the portion of the
west plot where tree growth and survival is greatest. During preparation of the
soil for planting numerous alkali spots were uncovered.
The planting was divided into 3 plots, eachplot 300 feet long, 150 feet wide
and containing a varying numberof rows running eastand west. The eastern plot
was laidout with rows 12 feet apart, the centersection with rows 16feet apart and
the western plot with rows 8 feet apart. Within the rows individual specimens
were spaced at varying distances. Trees in half of the rows were spaced 6 feet
apart, the other half being 8 feetapart. The shrub spacing varied from 2 to 5 feet
within the rows. Various combinations employing alternation of two species of
trees in the same row were tried out.
What species of trees andshrubs arefound growing in thatvicinity?
No trees or shrubsare found growing in the immediate vicinity of the area,
but along the creek about an eighth of a mile distant, are found American elm,
green ash, cottonwood, boxelder, chokecherry, prairie rose, wild indigo bush
(Atnorpha fruticosa), willowand buffaloberry. A few shrubs planted about the
farm home are in good condition, notably an old planting of Siberian pea tree,
which was established before theshelter belt. Tartarian honeysuckle and common
lilac are also doing well.
In the town of Cottonwood are found very few trees except one or two of
Russianolive, cottonwood and western red cedar. Shrubsseen werecommonlilac,
Rouen ("Persian") lilac, Siberian pea tree, and Harrison's yellow rose. Chinese
matrimony vine, Virginia creeper, and hop-vineswere also seen.Of these, Chinese
elm, Russian olive, Siberian peatreeand matrimony vine were most thrifty.
Species planted in the shelter belt were Chinese and American elm, hack-
berry, honey locust, Russian olive, green ash, cokecherry, ponderosa pine, western
red cedar, 3-lobed sumac, golden currant and wild indigo bush (Amorpha
(fruticosa).
Which spacing of trees gave the best results?
The trees were planted in the spring of 1942. Data was taken on survival of
species in 1943. In May 1949 further data on survival was taken following the
severe winter of 1948-49 which killed or damaged many of thesurviving trees. At
this time the threeareas presented sharpdifferences in appearance. The center sec
tion which was wide-spaced was nearly wiped out, the eastern section with its
medium-spacing hadfairly good plants, while thedensest growth andlargest trees
were found in the closely planted western section. Severe breaking of branches in
the Chinese elm and Russian olive occurred during the heavy winter snows of
1948-49.
The shelter belt planting has demonstrated that Chinese elm and Russian
olive are better adapted for use in shelter belts in Western South Dakota than
green ash, American elm, honey locust, hackberry, chokecherry, ponderosa pine,
or redcedar. The best shrubtested was wildindigo bush(Amorphajruticosa).
Alternating two species in the same row was a failure. Poor growth, poor
survival and shortlife of the most of these species cancels any advantage claimed
for combining quick growing, short-lived trees with slow growing, long-lived
trees. A tight even row could be secured only by close planting of Chinese elm.
Close spacing ofrows and of trees inthe rows gave better survival and growth
than wide spacing. During favorable years the wide-spaced trees grew well but
they did not survive severe seasons. (Project 142. Leaders: M. A. Maxon, Horticul
ture Department.)
What are the main reasons for failure of the windbreak plantings?
With new plantings the chief reasons for failure are lack of care and the
planting of weak, small, seedlings. Also, inadequate soil preparation, failure to
control weeds, or to fence area asa protection against damage from stock, contrib
utetofailures in newplantings. Small weak seedling stock withpoor root systems
can not compare with strong, vigorous, well-rooted stock. With established plan
tations, damage suffered through drouth, winter injury, grazing and rabbit dam
age are all important concerns inthe failure ofthe windbreak.
What windbreak trees suffer the most from rabbit injury?
The greatest number ofinjured trees noted have been Chinese elm, although
American elm is also commonly attacked. Among the less frequently planted
trees, the honey locust is a great favorite, being often killed to the ground level.
Hardy Manchurian apricot, the Amur maple, and the mountain ash are other
prime favorites of the rabbit. (Project 142. Leader: M. A. Maxon, Horticulture
Department.)
Are rodents a serious winter problem in shelter belts and other farm tree
plantings?
During certain years, rodents have been responsible for the damaging orout
right killing ofmany shade, windbreak, and fruit trees. They do this damage by
cutting the ends of small branches, or by completely girdling tbe small trees, or
gnawing off the bark in acomplete ring around the trunk of the tree. The damage
is usually done below the snow level in the case ofmice, orabove the drift crust in
thecase ofrabbits. The damage usually varies in severity from oneyear toanother,
depending upon the number and kincls ofrodents present. Our native rodents are
more or less cyclic in population numbers, that is, they go from low to high num
bers of individuals over fairly well defined periods of years. Evidence indicates
that the rabbit cycle is, on the average, about 10 years duration, while that of the
smaller rodents is over a 4-year period. At times, there may be what is called an
irruptive increase and the result is a veritable rodent plague. Atsuch times, dam
age to treesmay be veryserious.
What common animals are considered as rodents?
Most of the rodentdamage done to trees in eastern SouthDakotaseems to be
done by the jackrabbit, the cottontail rabbit, and the meadowmouse. The white-
footed mouse may at times dosome damage. Most other rodents areinhibernation
during the wintermonths in thispart of thestate.
What can bedone toreduce the amount ofdamage.'
Mouse damage can be reduced, but not prevented entirely, by keeping shelter-
belts and windbreaks free of weeds and grass, thus eliminating the winter protec
tive cover of the animals. Mouse poisoning operations, with strychnine treated
gram, may be conducted late m the fall, thus killing off most of the mice before
winter. Rabbit populations may be reduced by persistent hunting of the animals
from the area within ahalf-mile of the shelterbelt, or by poisoning operations in
the case of cottontails, since these animals do not range very far. The same meth
ods will serve to reduce the jackrabbit population, but the jackrabbits will travel
farther than will the cottontails.
Rodent repellants have been used withmild success but most of themaredif
ficult to apply.
Studies are being conducted with some of the more recently developed ro-
denticides in the hope that a more satisfactory method of rodent control can be
found. (Project 142. Leader: G. B. Spawn, Entomology Department.)
Whatwere themost harmful insect pests of shelterbelts in South Dakota in 1948
against which experimental control tests were conducted.'
Certain grasshoppers attacked practically all species of trees and shrubs
grown in the shelter belts, even evergreens. Athorough spraying of the trees with
technical chlordan, 1pound per 100 gallons of water, or with technical toxaphene
1/2 pounds per 100 gallons of water, gave good control. Both insecticides were
used inthe emulsion form. In case the shelter belt was weedy, itwas found advis
ableto spray not onlythe trees and shrubs but the weeds as well.
Red spiders became especially destructive to elms and evergreens in shelter
belts during August and September in 1948, and the spruce mite did much harm,
being responsible in many instances for the death of some of the spruce. These
mites became destructive not only in shelter belts but attacked plantings on court
house grounds, around farm homes, and on village and city property.
Excellent control ofthe red spider mite and ofthe spruce mite was obtained
by thoroughly spraying the infested trees or bushes with hexaethyl tetraphosphate,
1pint to 100 gallons of water. It is recommended that spraying of evergreens be
avoided during the sunny part of hot days. In case the webs of the spruce mite are
heavy on the needles and stems of spruce, it was found advisable to use nozzle
pressure of200 to300 pounds per square inch for penetration.
The cherry tortrix has again begun to build up its numbers in the eastern
third of the state. This insect attacks principally the foliage of chokecherries. The
caterpillars live in silk nests which arespun over the leaves and branches. As the
caterpillars grow older, the nests become larger and in severe outbreaks of the
pest, the infested trees or bushes may become entirely covered by the nests and the
foliage destroyed. For adiscussion of the life cycle of this pest and for recommen
dations ofits control, see the Annual Report ofthe Agricultural Experiment Sta
tion for 1945-46, pages 15, 16.
The caterpillarsof the mourning cloak butterfly, the cankerworm, the cecro-
pia moth, and the fall wehworm, wereabundant in some shelterbelts. The dam
age caused consisted of a total or partial defoliation of the infested trees. These
pests can he controlled through proper spraying with arsenical insecticides such
as lead arsenate, calcium arsenate, or even paris green.
Aphids, non-gall forming psyllidsand plant bugs, alsodid considerabledam
age to deciduous treesand shrubs in shelter belts.These pests were experimentally
controlled through spraying with hexaethyl tetraphosphate or with chlordan.
Gall forming psyllids are abundant and destructive to the leaves of hack-
berry trees in South Dakota. Little is known regarding the species that are con
cerned and less is known about their life cycles. It is known however, that the
psyllids congregateon the opening buds of the trees in the early spring and that
spraying with benzenehexachloride for the controlof thesepestslookspromising.
(Project 142. Leader: H. C. Severin,Entomology Department.)
Can lossof farm shelter belts, due to leaf rust, be prevented?
The leaf rust diseaseof cottonwood was more severe in 1948 than during the
previous3 years.Although leaf rust defoliation occurred generally on cottonwood
plantings in the eastern part of the state, the east central sectionwas most seriously
damaged. Defoliation occurred during the latter part of August and throughout
the remainder of the season. Virtually 100 per cent leaf drop occurred in the east
ern section of the state.
The cottonwood tree disease nursery at Brookings appeared to clearly demon
strate the value of the leaf rust resistant selections.There appeared to he no change
in the degree of resistance discovered in 1945. That is, cottonwood selections
which were found to be resistant in previous trials in previous years still possessed
a similar amount of resistance, even under heavy leaf rust attacks. The 20 cotton
wood clonal (propagated by cuttings) selections planted near Brookings in a
randomized block in 1947are now about 10feet in height. The trees in this exper
iment were spaced 10 by 15 feet and include the more resistant selections together
with susceptible checks. Records are being taken each season on the amount of
disease present, growth rate, and mortality.
Losses amounting to thousands of dollars have been sustained within the
state since the shelter belt program was undertaken as a result of cottonwood mor
tality in shelter belts and farm plantings. Much of the mortality in the caseof Pop-
ulus appears to be attributable to this disease.
A start is heing made on determining methods of increasing the leaf rust resis
tant lines with the ultimate goal of dissemination to growers. A number of the
most promising clonal lines are being increased this season. (Project 142.Leader:
C. M. Nagel, Plant Pathology Department.)
Plant Diseases
What is being done to solve the root rot disease problem in corn?
Root-rot, or root necrosis,of corn is both prevalent and destructive in virtually
all areas where corn is grown in South Dakota. Numerous soil-borne disease or
ganisms attack and kill the "feeder" roots of the corn plant. This damage to the
root system reduces the ability of the plant to obtain proper nutrition and moisture
for maximum growth and yield.
Seed treatment of corn which is now almost universally practiced protects
the seed prior to germination and for a short time after germination. Following
the early seedling stage the plants no longer receive direct protection. It is after
this stage of development that the late root diseases become destructive to the root
system.
Many farmers report premature lodging following ear set, also firing, poor
filling of the kernels, and reduced yields.
An attempt has been made to search for resistance to these diseases. Selections
have been made which appear to possess resistance to root necrosis. Approximate
ly 125lines were included in field experiments in 1948.
A number of lots of corn seed were brought hack from Central America in
February, which may possess resistance to some of our disease troubles in corn.
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Thesecorns have a muchlargerrootsystem than U. S.growncorns, and theypos
sess stronger stocks. These corns will begrown in field experiments thisseason to
determine their reaction to disease under South Dakota conditions. (Project 185.
Leader: C. M.Nagel, Plant Pathology Department.)
What control methods are being investigated for seedling blightand root rot of
forage and cereal grasses?
Browning root rot is severe in certain areas on wheat in South Dakota. It is
caused hy a fungus, Pythium arrhenomanes, which invades the roots of suscep
tible plants and forms a soft watery rot. At first therotted area isonly slightly dis
colored, but darkensas other soil organisms enter the weakened root tissues. 1 he
root is rotted off, resulting in the loss of all beyond the lesion. When plants are
pulled from thesoil many diseased soft brown root tips may he found as the root
breaks at the weakened point. When severe, the lower leaves may he yellowed.
This yellowing is thought to result from toxins formed in the diseased roots and
carried into the leaves. The browning root rot of wheat is distinct from the other
common root rots in that it does not turn the lower leaf sheaths and lower coronal
internodes brown. Control of this disease is being studied by two methods: (1)
searching for resistance to the disease, and (2) investigating soil treatments
which may lessen losses. The disease is known to he of greatest severity in soils
having an unbalanced proportion of nitrogen and phosphorus. The search for re
sistance as yet has shown little promise.
There is insufficient data as yet with regard to fertilizers and disease in rela
tion to soil types to extend these discoveries into farm practices. If further study
shouldbearout the indications of preliminary studies, great benefitin establishing
grass stands and in decreasing cereal losses to rootnecrosis can result.
A type ofseedling blightdue to excessive heatand dessication at the soil line
was observed.
Fungicides, including several new materials, were tested during 1948 for the
control of seed rotting and seedling blights. Feebar barley and Rival wheat were
grownat Huron and Brookings. Fifteen different treatments were used in a ran-
domized-block with five replications. The mercury compounds gave the better
results, while two new materials ranked a closesecond.
Superior seed treatment fungicides offer almost immediate usage by
farmers. Increaseof 2 to 3 bushelsfor flaxand up to 10bushels for small grains are
average increases to beexpected when the proper seed treatments areused. (Proj
ect 115. Leaders:G. W. Bruehl,C. M. Nagel, Plant PathologyDepartment.)
Are thereany promisinglinesof scab-resistant potatoes?
Seventy different scab-resistant potato lines were grown in 1947; 42 of these
lines were selectedand .saved for testing during 1948. These lines were grown in a
randomized block and replicated three times. Last fall 19of these lines were dis
carded on the basis of scab susceptibility. Twenty-three lines remain and these
have been plantedthisspringin the scab nursery in a randomized block with three
replications. Records of all disease developments, including scab and foliage dis
eases and yield, will be kept. During the past several years the remaining lines
have continued to maintain resistance to severe scab conditions, and therefore,
look promising.
Potato scab is a costly disease problem to almost all commercial potato pro
ducing areas. Usually considerable losses are sustained through grade-out of scab
infected tubers. Scab constitutes one of the main problems in South Dakota's
foundation seed-stock program and commercial potato production.
The control of foliage diseases, particularly early and lateblight, was investi
gated in 1948 including the use of eight different fungicides, as follows: Copper
zinc chromate, phygon, zerlate, zerlate alternating with tribasic, Dithane Z-78,
tribasic, Bordeaux, yellow cuprocideand no treatment or check.
Early blightwas unusually destructive in 1948. It struck suddenly and killed
thepotato plants within thecourse ofa week or 10 days. It isestimated that early
blight reduced the yield by one-third. (Project 107. Leader: C. M. Nagel, Plant
Pathology Department.)
How effective are fungicides in the control of seed and soil-borne diseases of
sorghum?
Sorghum seed, like most other crop seeds, isbenefited by the use ofa proper
seed treatment fungicide. Fungicide protection is beneficial in controlling smut,
seed rotting, andearly seedling diseases. Poor stands and smut occur generally in
South Dakota where sorghum isgrown. Onthe basis ofexperiments conducted by
this department several years ago, it was found that Spergon, Arasan, and New
Improved Ceresan, respectively, in that order,weresuperior to otherstested. Dur
ing the past few years a number of new seed treatment materials have been made
available which have proved moreeffective on the cereal crops. Therefore, it was
essential to determine the effectiveness of these new compounds on the control of
seedling disease of sorghum. Field experiments consisted of randomized blocks
with four replications, and three dates of planting, namely, May 7 and 22, and
June 5.In 1948,14 treatments were included in field tests,half of this number were
new fungicides. Results from the May 7 plantinggave an increase of 4.7 bushels
peracre above thecheck, with Spergon being first. The May 22 planting gave 17.2
bushels increase with Arasan first. The June 5 planting gave an increase of 9.4
bushels withArasan again in first place. (Project 110. C.M. Nagel, Plant Patholo
gy Department.)
How effective arefungicides in thecontrol offoliage diseases of tomatoes?
Fungicide trials to control the foliage diseases of tomatoes were continued
during 1948. Fight different fungicides were used as follows: Copper zinc chro
mate, phygon, zerlate, zerlate alternating with tribasic copper sulphate, tribasic
copper sulphate, Bordeaux, and yellow cuprocide, and dithane. Copper zincchro
mate wasthe new material added in 1948, and althoughzerlateand tribasic were
in the past year's test, they were tried for thefirst time in combination. All fungi
cides tested proved statistically to be significantly higher than the check. The
check yielded 5 tons per acre while the best treatment, namely, Dithane Z-78,
yielded 7.6 tons peracre. Threefungicide applications were made during thesea
son.The first, July23,the othersat 10-day intervals.
Through the use of fungicides for the control of foliage diseases data from
field experiments indicate that an increase in yield of 2.6 tons per acre canbe ex
pected during a season when these diseases are at least moderately damaging.
In addition to determining the effectiveness of fungicides for control of these
diseases, resistance is alsobeing sought. One hundred linesof tomatoes are being
testedfor leafspot resistance under bothgreenhouse and field conditions. Twenty-
five percent of the lines were discarded in the field the past year because they
lacked sufficient leaf spot resistance. (Project 146. Leader: C. M. Nagel, Plant
Pathology Department.)
Crop Insects
Is the European Corn Borer a threat to cornproduction in SouthDakota?
At present the European Corn Borer constitutes a very real threat against
normalor potential yields of cornin southeastern SouthDakota.It willnot put an
end to corn production in thestate, but it will very likely cause reduced yields and
will lower the quality of the harvested crop. Because of borer injury to the corn
plant, theears produced areoften nomore thannubbins and thekernels arechaffy
or not normally filled. Stalks often breakoverbefore earsare well developed, ears
drop to theground,stalks break offand clog mechanical pickers, thus resulting in
loss of time and wasting of grain in addition to reducedyield.
How long has the corn borer been in tbe state?
The borer was first recorded in South Dakota in the summer of 1946 when it
was found in Union, Lincoln, and Minnehaha counties. At that time, it was pres
ent in very small numbers, less than one-half of 1 percent of the corn stalks in
fields in these counties being infested. It may possibly have been in the state in
1945, but it is not likely that it was here any earlier than that.
Where has tbe corn borer been found in South Dakota?
To date, it has been found in all but eight of the counties east of the Missouri
river. The counties from which it has not yet been recorded are: Buffalo, Hyde,
Hughes, Sully, Potter, Walworth, Campbell, and McPherson. It has been found
in one county, Lyman, west of the Missouri river.
What part of tbe State is most heavily infested?
The 1948fall abundance survey shows the heaviest infestation to be in Union,
Clay, Yankton, Turner, and Lincoln counties.
How fast is it increasing in numbers?
In 1946, lessthan half of 1 percent of the stalks were infested in the same area
which in the fall of 1948 showed an infestation of 80 to ICQ percent in certain
fields. This is a very rapid build-up for the 2-year period. If conditions remain
favorable for the borer and the same proportionate rate of increase is experienced
in other counties, then by the fall of 1950 most of the east-river countiesof South
Dakota could have some corn fields showing 80 to 100 percent infestation. How
ever, unfavorable weather conditions for the corn borer could slow up this rate of
increase to a considerable degree.
•• Sofl?e corn f/eIds /nested from /Otof67°
Some corn f/e/ds /nfested from 5 lo /OT" v
WfM Some corn f/e/ds infested from 2/0 5 7"
EZS] Some corn f/e/ds /nfested up to / 7"
Distribution of European corn borer in Soutb Dakota on basis of survey completed August 1948.
Will it be necessary to use chemical control against the borer in South Dakota in
1949.5
Indications at present (May) are that certain fields in southeastern South
Dakota will be sufficiently infested to make chemical control a profitable practice
for the farmer. It is likely that not all corn fieldswill need treatment. The necessity
for treatment can only be determined as information on the progress of egg laying
by the adults (moths) becomes available.
How can the farmer obtain this information?
Present plans are that there will be periodic radio broadcasts as an Experi
ment Station entomological service to the farmer. These broadcasts will give in
formation regarding developmental progress of the borers and will advise the
farmer when and how to look for borer egg masses in his fields. Additional infor
mation will be sent out to county extension agents from whom it will be available
to the farmers. It will be the responsibility of each farmer to decide for himself,
through the study of his own fields, whether or not it will pay him to treat his
fields and if so, when the chemical should be applied. The farmer should follow
the suggestions made by the Experiment Station. (Project i87. Leader: Gerald B.
Spawn, Entomology Department.)
Where was research in grasshopper control carried on in the state?
Research work dealing with grasshopper control was carried on in Brook-
ings, Lyman, Haakon, Hyde, Lawrence, and Butte Counties. Since black field
crickets and several smaller species of crickets of the genus Nemobius often occu-
py similar environments as do the crop grasshoppers, and since the crickets are of
considerable economic importance under such conditions, the investigations in
cludedbothgrasshopper and cricket control.
What species ofgrasshoppers were involved in theexperiments.'
The species of grasshoppers that were included in the research studies were
the following:
The differentialgrasshopper—Melanoplus differentialis
The two-striped grasshopper-Alelanoplus bivittatus
The lessermigratory grasshoppcr-Melanoplus mexicanus
The red-legged gvas^oppcr-Melanoplus jemur-rubrum
In theexperimental fields, there was usually a mixture oftwo ormore ofthese
grasshoppers but with one species predominating.
In what kind of crops were the control experiments conducted and in what state
of growth were the crops.'
Control experiments were made in (1) grasslands that were heavily infested
withgrasshoppers because such grasslands had been extensively used for egg-lay
ing; (2) fields of small grains, 6 to 12 inches high, that were being invaded by
grasshoppers along one or more edges; (3) fields of small grain that were badly
infested with grasshoppers throughout and in which thegrain was headed; (4)
alfalfa fields in which the alfalfa was 6, 12, and 20 inches tall; (5) corn and sor
ghum that was being invaded by grasshoppers moving outof ripening fields of
small grain; (6) gardens; and (7) plots ofcultivated sunflowers.
What methods forcontrol ofgrasshoppers and crickets were practiced?
In theexperiments thatwere conducted, sprays or dusts ofChlordan or Toxa-
phene were used for destroying the grasshoppers. All ofthe control work was done
with ground equipment and none was done by planes.
The liquid sprays were applied by means of power sprayers and the nozzle
pressure varied from 60 pounds per square inch to 150 pounds. In most of the ex
periments, thespraying equipment was provided with anadjustable boom, either
24or 40 feet wide. In the remainder of the spraying experiments, instead of using
a boom with nozzles, a spray gun was employed. In the lattercase, the operator of
thegunsat on the rear end of the spray truck and swung the gun back and forth
overan arc,thereby covering an area30 to 40feet wide. When dustingequipment
was used, a boom 40 feet wide was employed. With this equipment, a canvas
apron 30 feet long was dragged back ofthe duster inorder tohold the dust to the
crops and preventasmuch drift as possible.
What results wereobtainedthrough the useof chlordanand toxaphene?
Excellent kills ofgrasshoppers and crickets were obtained through the use of
chlordan and toxaphene at the concentrations recommended. The kills ranged
from 90to 100 percent. Slightly better results were obtained through the applica
tionof the sprays than throughthe dusts, but thiscanberemedied to some extent
by increasing the dosage per acre when dusts are used and by dusting on calm
days. The residual effects of both chlordan and toxaphene were increased by in
creasing the dosage of these insecticides per acre.
How much chlordan should be used?
Sprays—In general, 1 pound of technical'emulsifiable chlordan should be
used per acre. Hoppers in the first and second instars can be killed with three-
fourths pound chlordan per acre, but for longer residual efTect and for older
nymphs, 1 pound per acre should be used. For adults, and when vegetation is
sparseand drying, 1Yi pounds of chlordan may be desirable.
Dusts—When chlordan isapplied asa dust, some of it is usually lostbecause
of wind drift. As a consequence, increase the dosage by one-fourth in each of the
recommendations mentioned above.
How much toxaphene should he used?
Sprays—In general, l'/4 pounds of technical emulsifiable toxaphene should
be used per acre. Hoppers in the first and second instars can be killed with 1
pound of toxaphene per acre but for longer residual efJect and for older nymphs,
1Yi pounds of toxaphene should be used. For adults, and when vegetation is
sparse and drying,2 poundsof toxaphene per acremaybe desirable.
Dusts—When chlordan isapplied as a dust, some of it isusually lostbecause
ofwind drift. As a consequence, increase thedosage by one-half pound for each of
the recommendations mentioned above.
CAUTION: Neither chlordan nor toxaphene should be applied to foliage
that is to be fed to livestock within 3 weeks after it is treated. •
Before usingeitheremulsifiable chlordan or toxaphene that is stored over a
period of time, it should first be tested to determine whether it is still emulsifiable.
This can be done by pouring a small amount of it in a bottle or other container
and adding water. If the material turns milky, it is still usable, but if large and
small oildrops form in it and these tend tosettle outquickly, it should notbeused
without adding an emulsifier such as dreft, triton, or other agent. (Project 18.
Leader: H. C. Severin, Entomology Department.)
On whatotherplantinsects isresearch being conducted in thestate?
Leafhoppers: The leafhoppers constitute a large family of insects called the
Cicadellidae. More than one hundred thousand specimens of leafhoppers have
been collected in the state and about50percent of these have been identified. It is
estimated that when the studies of the Cicadellidae of South Dakota have been
completed, about 650species will be recorded.
The leafhoppers have piercing, sucking mouth parts with which they feed.
This is true for both the adult and immature stages. With these mouthparts the
insects pierce plant tissue and suck out the contents of cells or the sap from the
phloem. While feeding, the leafhoppers inject into the plant tissue, some salivary
gland secretion which may in itself be toxic totheplant or which may becontam
inated with disease producing organisms or substances. Leafhoppers are especial
lyimportantbecause of the roletheyplay in the transmission of virusdiseases.
Leafhoppers can bemost economically controlled through spraying or dust
ing infested plants with DDT. The spray or dust should be applied against the
under surface ofthe leaves because most oftheadult and young leafhoppers are to
be found restingor feeding there.
Use 3 quarts of a 25 percent liquid DDT emulsion in 50 to ICQ gallons of
water per acre and repeat when necessary. Or use 20 pounds of 10 percent DDT
dust per acre and repeat when necessary,
Treehoppers: The treehoppers are fairly well represented in South Dakota,
46 species having been collected thus far in the state. Undoubtedly further collect
ing will add another 10 to 20 species to this total.
One of the most harmful tree hoppers in South Dakota is the Buffalo tree
hopper. This tree hopper causes damage to twigs of apple, pear, cherry, elm, box
cider, ash and other trees by laying eggs on the twigs. The nymphs or immature
tree hoppers feed on sap that they suck out of weeds. Control of this species of tree
hopper consists in the practice of clean culture in the orchard or underneath trees.
All weed growth should be kept down wherever the Buffalo tree hopper becomes
a problem and through this practice the nymphs will be starved out.
Are lady beetles harmful to crops.^
Most of the speciesof lady beetles {Coccindidae) are predaceous and feed on
small insects or their eggs. Favorite foods of such beetles consist of plant lice, or
aphids, and scale insects and their eggs. Lady beetles that are predaceous are usu
ally looked upon as beneficial to mankind for they aid materially in reducing the
number of plant lice and scale insects. Oftentimes the general public does not
realize the important beneficial role that lady beetles and their larvae are playing
on aphid infested crops, on fruit and shade trees, or on hedge and ornamental
plants. It is not unusual to receive several inquiries per month together with sam
ples of lady beetles,or their larvae, with a request for information for the destruc
tion of these beneficial insects through the use of an insecticide.
During the spring of 1949, South Dakota and neighboring statesexperienced
a serious outbreak of green bugs. This aphid attacked principally oats, wheat and
rye and, to a lesserextent, barley and corn. The outbieak reached its peak toward
the latter part of June and then rapidly declined. Lady beetles played a major role
in the control of the pests after the peak of the outbreak was passed.
The Mexican bean beetle is one exception to the general rule that the South
Dakota lady beetles are predaceous, for this species is herbivorous and is highly
destructive to bean foliage which it eats. The Mexican bean beetle has established
itselfin the Black Hills area and immediately eastof there,and is a major pestof
beans.
It may be controlledby spraying or dusting with magnesium arsenate,cryo
lite, or barium fluosilicate. When the beans are bearing, rotenone or pyrethrum
dusts or sprays should be used instead of the poisons first listed. (Insect control
project. Leader: H. C. Severin, Entomology Department.)
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This bull gained2.88 pounds per day during a 224-day feeding period following weaning.
He is the second fastest growing bull ever tested in South Dakota feed lots. He is beingused to
establish a fast gaining line of beef cattle.
Livestock Production
How canweproduce betterbeef for less money?
The results of progeny tests completed in South Dakota show a wide spread
between individual bulls in average daily gain, ranging from 1.94 pounds daily to
2.94 pounds daily. Thefollowing table shows the differences between bulls.
Production Data on Bull, and Steer and Heifer ProgeniesTested in 1947-48
Sire No. I II III IV V
Animals Fed Bulls Bulls Bulls Bulls Steers & Heifers
Number calves fed 4 4 4 3 9
Weight at start 524.0 463.0 474.5 420.0 391.0
Days on feed .. 224 224 224 224 264
Average final weight ..
Average daily gain
._1103.0 1047.0 1019.0 889.3 907.0
.. 2.58 2.61 2.43 2.10 2.13
The two fastest gaining bulls fromthis testhave been retained for use in the
beef-breeding project. Thedaily gains ofthese two selected bulls were 2.88 pounds
and 2.94 pounds each. If their progeny testout satisfactorily, bothmay be used to
form inbred lines.
Additional results of 1948-49consist of the following:
1.Selected 17registered Hereford heifers from the 1948 calfcrop at the Antelope
Range Station to be used in forming inbred lines.
2. Selected 31 registered Hereford heifers from the 1948 calf crop at the Cotton-
woodRangeField Stationto beusedin forming inbredlines.
3. Purchased 33 registered cows and calves to be used at the CottonwoodStation.
4. The useof 113 grade cowsfor progenytesting Hereford bulls.
5. The feeding of two progeny bull groups and two progeny steer groups.
6. Selection of a fast gaining Helmsman bull from the College herd to be used in
forming an inbred line.
(Project 167. Leaders: Leslie E. Johnson, Richard O. Smith, Animal Hus
bandry Department.)
What is the valueof early,medium and late cut haysin wintering rations?
Previous studies with native prairie hays cut at different stages of maturity
have shown that hay cut in the shooting stage (early) was more nutritious than
hay cut at seed ripe (medium) or mature (late) stages. These studies further
demonstrated that not only did the protein content decrease rapidly with advanc
ing maturity but that thedigestibility of the protein was also materially decreased
in the more mature hay.
It is of importance, therefore, to find out whether the addition of a small
amount of grain and a protein supplementto these hays would increase the value
and digestibility of the more mature hays. Wintering rations consisting of one
pound soybean oil meal,one pound oatsand hay with minerals and salt,were fed
to calves at the Eureka and Highmore substations. Trials started at the Cotton-
wood substation had to be discontinued because of heavy snows.
The haysused in thesestudies were native upland prairie hays. Unfortunate
ly the hay cut at the early stage (July 9) had considerable rain damage before it
could be stacked and the medium cutting (August 12) had a light shower during
curing, whereas the late cutting (October 8) was stacked without any rain
damage.
Results of feeding trials from the Highmore station (see table) showthat the
rain damage reduced the value of early and medium cut hays so there were essen
tially no differences between gains of calves in the lots receiving these hays and
those receiving early cut 1-yearstorage hay.
Comparative value of hays in wintering rations for beef calves—Highmore station.
Hay Early Medium Late l-yr. storage
Initial weight, lb .....414 413 414 414
Daily gain, lb 0.58 0.68 0.57 0.61
Average daily feed consumed, lb.
Oats 1.00 1.00 1.00 LOO
Soybean oil meal .98 .98- .98 .98
*Hay 8.58 8.53 8.41 8.53
*Hay fed in equal amounts to all lots.
[35]
The following table summarizes results from the trialsat the Eureka station
with similar rations. Eachhaywasfedfree-choice to each lot.No accurate weights
of amounts of hay consumed were kept. When allowed an excess of hay and al
lowed to consume only the more palatable portion of the hay, the calves made
good gains on these winter rations.
Comparative value of hays in wintering rations for beef calves—Eureka
Initial weight, lb 346
Daily gain, lb 1.27
Average daily feed consumed, lb.
Oats 1.00
Soybean oil meal 1.00
Hay (fed in excess)*
*Hays fed in amounts calves would eat, leaving reasonable waste.
Medium Late l-yr. storage
336 345 345
1.12 1.25 1.39
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00
What is the comparative digestibility of theserations?
Rain damageapparently reduced the digestibility of the proteinand nitrogen-
free-extract fractions of the earlycut hay used in the wintering rations. The same
rations were used for digestion studies as were fed at the Highmore station (see
table).The apparent digestibilities of these rations aresummarized in the follow
ing table:
Apparent digestibility of rations using early, medium and late cut bays.
Coefficients of Digestibility
Nitrogen-
Hay Dry Matter* Crude Proteinf Crude Fiber free extract* Ether Extract
Early 50.04 6L58 5T26 5T06 4098
Medium 50.70 63.99 52.78 55.97 41.22
Late 43.03 55.98 44.36 49.54 40.06
•Significant difference.
tHighly significant difference.
The digestion coefficients of the rations with the earlyand medium cut hays
are similar, whereas the digestion coefficients for the ration using the late cut hay
are significantly lower for dry matter, crude protein, and nitrogen-free extract.
The addition of supplementary protein to the late cut hay did not increase the
digestibility up to that of the hays cut at earlier stages of maturity.This indicates
that with increasingmaturity the increase in crude fiber tends to decrease the di
gestibilityof the other constituents.
Digestibility studiesof the hays usedin the wintering trialsat the Eureka sta
tion are still in progress and resultsare not complete.
The studies on the comparative accuracies of 7- or 10-daycollection periods
for digestion studiesand the studies on the comparative efficiency of the digesti
bilityof prairiehaysbysheepand cattleare still in progress. (Project 120. Leaders:
I'
(Top) (Left) Overgrazed pasture in 1948—7.8 acres per cow for 7 months. (Right)
Undergrazed pasture—17.8 acres percow for 7 months. (Center) Cows on overgrazed pasture.
(Bottom) on undergrazed pasture.
[37]
George Staples, Arnold Nelson, W. E. Dinusson, Animal Husbandry Depart
ment; A. L. Moxon, Chemistry Department; and C. J. Franzke, Agronomy De
partment.)
What analyses have been made of the elements in grasses which are important to
animal nutrition?
A method for iodine determinations on plant materials has been adapted to
our equipment and laboratory conditions. Samples of grasses have been collected
fromeachtownshipborderingNorth Dakota across northern Roberts Countyand
part way across northern Marshall County. Samples were also taken from each
township across central and southern RobertsCounty for iodine and phosphorus
determinations. There was a great variation in iodine content of the samples.
Samples from some townships had no more than a trace of this element, which is
so important in animal nutrition, while samples from other townships contained
concentrations as high as those often found in seacoast areas. A larger number of
samples will he necessary before definite conclusions can he arrived at.
Thesesamegrasssamples alsoshowed a widevariation in phosphorus content
with the low or "deficiency borderline" samples falling into a pattern which ap
pears to he associated with certain geologicand soil characteristics of the area. The
workon phosphorus as well as that on iodine was on a preliminary, or grass sur
vey, basis during the past year and sampling will he greatly intensified during
1949 growing season.
The cobalt content was determined on a number of forage samples from
different locations in the state.Although someof the cobaltlevels were lower than
those found in some sections of the United States, none of the concentrations of
this element approached the low levels found in areas where cobalt deficiency
showsup in cattleor sheep. The cobaltvalues wereall within the range of values
for forage which furnish an adequate supply of this trace element for ruminant
animals. (Project 180. A. L. Moxon, G. F. Gastler and E. I. Whitehead, Station
Chemistry Department.)
Can profits be increased byfattening cattleon pasture?
With the present trend of increasing the acreage in pasture and hay to con
serve our soils, livestock producers must find ways to usesuchfeed profitably. This
experiment is designed to find an efficient method of utilizing a maximum of
roughage for fattening steers under South Dakota conditions. Different winter
rations, deferred and full feeding on native grasses, and a hrome-alfalfa mixture
are being compared.
The firstphaseof this experiment compares winteringrations on four lotsof
calves. Three of these lotsare re-divided in the spring into four lots placed on a
summer grazing phase. The results on the wintering and the summer phase of
1948 are given in the accompanying table.
Results show thatit ispossible toputori thecheapest gains by limiting winter
feeding and then utilizing summer pastures; however, the carcasses of the grass-
fed cattle were inferior to those fed grain in dry lot. Due to decreased feeding
costs,greatest profits were obtained in a pastured lot in 1948.
Wintering Cattle on Different Roughages—1948
Alfalfa hay
Corn silage, corn
(full fed) SBOM
Number of animals —- 11
Initial weight- —438
Daily gain - 2.05
Feed per 100 lbs, gain
Shelled corn 553.6
Soybean oil meal - 19.2
Alfalfa hay — 244.1
Corn silage 263.8
Brome hay
Salt --- 1-5
Bonemeal - - 0.6
Limestone - -- 0.6
Feed cost per 100 lbs. gain 25.82
Lot Number I
Alfalfa hay
Corn silage,
Corn (3 lbs.)
Alfalfa hay
Brome hay
Corn (3 lbs.)
202.3 228.1
337.3 380.2
1197.2
711.6
2.8 2.6
0.8 1.3
0.8 0.9
15.57 19.90
Alfalfa hay
Corn (3 lbs.)
Summer grazing
(1948) Full fed dry lot
Native grass fed Brome-alfalfa fed Brome-alfalfa fed Native grass fed
8/5 to market 8/5 to market 5/27 to market 5/27 to market
Number of animals - 10
Initial weight 740.0
Final weight 958.7
Dailygain 2.00
Feed per 100 lbs, gain
Shelled corn 707.0
Soybean oil meal 50.3
Salt 4.0*
Acres pasturet
Alfalfa hay 251.5
Brome hay —
Feed costper 100lbs,gain 27.93
Carcass data
Dressing per cent 58.8
Grade 9AA
lA
Feedcostper 100lbs,gain 26.66
Selling price 35.47
Returns per head 85.22
589.4 672.7
16.7 19.8
3.0 4.2
.13 .30
19.81 22.56
58.8 58.7
2AA 8A
7A
•Includes salt, bonemeal,and limestone. • , , , sn i vii „c„h S tiH 4 arr« of
tLots Vand VIII used 10 acres and 8 acres of native grass respectively. Lots VI and VII used 5 and 4 acres at
brome-alfalfa pasture respectively.
(Usingaverage winteringcosts for Lots V, VI, VII, and vIII.
The cheapest gains for pastures were made on the cattle being grazed on the
brome-alfalfa, with grain and protein fed from August until marketed. The
cheapest winter gains in the wintering phase came from cattle receiving 5pounds
alfalfa hay, 3pounds corn, and full-fed corn silage.
Theresults onthe 1949 wintering phase are given in the following table:
[39]
Wintering data
(1949)
Wintering Cattle on Different Roughages—1949
Alfalfa hay
Corn silage, Corn
(full fed )SBOM
Alfalfa hay
Corn silage, (full
fed) 3 lbs. corn
Alfalfa hay
Brome hay (full
fed) 3 lbs. corn
Alfalfa hay (full
fed) 3 lbs. corn
Number animals in lot 12
Number days to date - -.._136
Average Weight per animal (lbs.)
Initial 409
Final 656
Total gain 247
Daily gain 1.82
Average daily rations (lbs.)
Shelled corn 8.9
So\ bean oil meal 2
Alfalfa hay 5.0
Corn silage 6.9
Brome hay
Salt 02
Bonemeal 02
Limestone 02
Feed per cwt. gain
-489.4
.. 8.1
209.2 227.9 237.3
-275.1
-381,5
348.7
1140.3
379.9 1055.0
!O
1.3
1.3
1.3
602.0
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
♦
. 14.45 11.70 14.44 16.98 ,
Soybean oil meal
Brome hay
Salt
Feed cost per 100 lbs. gain .
Financial result per animal
Cost per cwt. in feed lot 24.50
Initial cost 100.20
Feed cost 35.69
Total cost 135.89
Necessary
selling price per cwt. 20.71
Shelled corn, $1.12 per bu
Soybe.rn oil meal, $72 per ton
Alfalfa hay, $23 per ton
Brome hay, $18 per ton
Feed Prices for 1949
Per Lb.
$-02 Corn silage, $6 per ton
.036 Or. limestone, $1 per cwt.
.0115 Bonemeal, $4.50 per cwt. .
009 Salt, $1.25 per cwt
(Project 164. Leaders: William C .McCone, Leslie E.Johnson, Animal Hus
bandryDepartment.)
How should producers feed their pigs for greatest profit?
Forty thrifty fall pigs divided into four uniform lotswere used for the 1949
winter and spring feeding test under this project. These pigs were fed as follows:
Lot 1was fed a mixture consisting of 80 parts coarsely ground yellow corn
and 20 parts of aprotein mixture consisting of tankage, 2parts; linseed oil meal, 1
part; and ground alfalfa, 1part, by weight. One pound ofa mineral mixture made
by mixing 2 parts feeding bone meal, 2 parts ground limestone and one partcom
mon white salt was added to each 100pounds of feed.
Lot II was fed the same asLot I except that soybean oil meal wasused instead
of linseed meal.
Lot III was fed the same as Lot II, except that the mineral mixture was self-
fed insteadof being mixed with the ground feed.
Lot IV was fed shelled corn,a protein mixtureconsisting of 2 parts tankage
andI partsoybean oil meal, alfalfa hay andthe same mineral mixture as was used
in the other lots,eachof thesebeing self-fed, free-choice method.
The results given in the following table show that thesoybean oilmeal again
gave anadvantage over the linseed oil meal, this advantage being greater than in
the test conducted in 1947.
Lot number I
Ground corn,
tankage, LSOM,
alfalfa meal,
Ration Fed mineral mix
Number of pigs 10
Average number days fed 88
Average initial weight per pig 79.6
Average final weight per pig .__-227.4
Total gain per pig 147.8
Average daily gain per pig 1.68
Feed per 100lbs.gain
Corn -—321
Tankage 30.6
Linseed oil meal 15
Soybean oil meal
Alfalfa 15
Mineral mix 3.8
Total 385.4
Ground corn,
tankage, SBOM,
alfalfa meal,
mineral mix
Ground corn,
tankage, SBOM,
alfalfa meal, mix,
self-fed, mineral
mixture self-fed
Shelled corn,
tankage, SBOM,
mix, alfalfa
hay, mineral
mix self-fed
10 10 10
92 92 99
79.4 83.4 81.8
237.3 242.8 224.9
157.9 159.4 I43.I
1.72 1.73 1.45
294 278 343
28 26 25
14 13 13
13
.45
330.45
12
.34
393.34
Another important difference is shown in thecomparison of the results from
Lots II and III. In one case the mineral was mixed with the feed and in the other it
was self-fed in a separate feeder. Self-feeding the mineral in a separate feeder re
sulted in a saving in 1947 of 40 pounds of feed foreach 100 pounds ofgain.While
the saving in 1949 was not sogreat as in 1947, there was still an advantage of 23
pounds of feed for each 100pounds gain.
In previous feeding trials the free choice method of feeding gave decidedly
better results than grinding and mixing the feed, without considering the cost of
grinding. In this test the pigs fed by the free choice method required 40 pounds
more feed for 100 pounds of gain as compared with those fed the mixed feed. If,
however, a charge of 12 cents per hundredweight was made for grinding and
mixing, the difference in cost due to the greater feed consumption would be re
duced materially. (Project 85. Leader: Turner Wright, Animal Husbandry De
partment.)
What progress has been made in developing inbred lines of s\vine this year?
in an attempt to improve the efficiency of swine production, inbred lines of
swine and their crossesare being studied at this station. The lines being developed
include (1) two Poland China lines, (2) one Duroc line, (3) one Yorkshire line,
and (4) one Hampshire line. Work with the Hampshire line is being done at the
U. S. Belle Fourche Field Station and is conducted under Project 132.
The crosses being compared include (1) rotational crossing of four inbred
lines within a breed, and (2) rotational crossing of inbred lines from four different
breeds. These are being checked against an outbred herd (that system ordinarily
used in hog production).
The following table contains the production data of the lines and crosses.As
noted in the table, the rotational breed crosspigs are the most rapid gainers and the
most efficientusers of their feed. The Poland China and Duroc lines are perform
ing very well, which may be expectedsince the inbreeding has not progressed far.
Production of Inbred Lines and Crosses Being Tested at South Dakota Agricultural
Experiment Station—1948
Number litters 10
Av. inbreeding (%)
(a) Sows 2101
(b) Litters 1906
Av. no. pigs per litter
(a) Farrowed 9.8
(b) Weaned 3.9
Av. wt. per pig
(a) Birth 2.5
(b) Weaning 23.4
Av. wt. per pig
(a) 154 days 129.9
(b) 180 days —
Av. score per pig at 225 lbs.
Av. feed per 100 lb. gain
(pasture not included) .
P.C.—Poland China—S. D. Inbred
D.J.—Duroc Jersey—S. D. Inbred
H.—Hampshire—S. D. Inbred
A—Alliance—(Iowa Inbred P.C.)
J.—Jumbo—(Iowa Inbred P.C.)
B.—Blackbird—(Iowa Inbred P.C.)
"A"—Minnesota A. Line P.C.
Inbred Multiple
Outbred Linecross Breed Cross
A. X D.J. X
J.A.B."A" P.C.-H
.0355 .00 .00 .00
.0250 .00 .00 .00
8.7 6.5 6.8 5.9
5.91 4.3 4.8 4.6
2.46 2.6 2.5 2.9
28.97 27.0 31.1 27.0
Line development and experimental mating tests will be continued. (Project
124. Leaders; Leslie E. Johnson, J. W. McCarty, Animal Husbandry De
partment.)
Which arethemost profitable, spring, summer, orfall farrowed pigs?
This project was planned to get information on comparative efficiency of
spring, summer and fall farrowed pigs. A more even distribution of the total
South Dakota pig crop each year between these three farrowing seasons would
resultin a moreeven distribution of marketing. The breeding and farrowing plan
for the experimentwasas follows;
Lot Number
12 spring gilts, 1st litter
Start
Breeding Start farrowing
Wean Age
Weeks
Spring II. A- 6 spring gilts, 1st litter Dec. 17 Apr. 10 8
Pigs II. B- 6 spring gilts, 1st litter Dec. 17 Apr. 10 11
Summer III. A- 6 summergilts, 1stlitter Feb.7 June1 8
Pigs III. B- 6 summer gilts, 1st litter Feb. 7 June 1 11
Fall IV. A- 6 spring gilts, 2nd litter Apr. 25 Aug. 15 8
Pigs IV. B- 6 spring gilts, 2nd litter Apr. 25 Aug. 15 11
Fall
Pigs V. 12 fall gilts, 1st litter Apr. 25 Aug. 15 8
Purebred Durocs are being used in the experiment. A tabulation giving the
data for the gestation and suckling periods for the five lots of 1948 pigs is given
herewith.
Production Data on Sows and Litters—1948 Pig Crop
Number sows bred 12
Average sow weight when bred 296.4
Average sowweightat farrowing 388.2
Average sowgain during gestation 91.8
Average sow weight at weaning 355.9
Average sowloss during suckling 32.3
Weights of pigs and number pigs
Number sows farrowed II
Average number pigsfarrowed 8.4
Average number pigsweaned 4.5
Average birth weight per pig 2.3
Average 56-dayweight per pig 25.3
Average 154-day weight per pig 131.4
Average 180-day weightper pig — 170.6
Feed Data:
Total feed per sow (breeding to farrowing) 926.4
Total feedper sowand litter (farrowing to wean) 591.2
Feed per
100 lbs.gain per sowand litter (farrowing to wean) 712.3
Pigs weaned per lot 45
It is of interest to note that in no case did all of the sows or gilts in a lot far-
row. This isagain being repeated in the 1949 pig crop. Apparently, further study
should be made to determine reason for this failure.
The data, at present, are toofewto draw any definite conclusions. The small
amount of feed required to produce the fall pigs (Lot V), however, appears
worthy ofnote. (Project 168: Leaders: TurnerWright,Hugh Barnett, Richard O.
Smith, Animal Husbandry Department.)
A tale about tailless sheep-
Progress is being made in the breeding of tailless sheep. This project was
started in 1913 by crossing fat-tail Siberian sheep with purebred Hampshire and
Shropshire ewes andhighgrade Cheviot ewes. In more recent years. Southdown,
Rambouillet and Columbia stock has been added to the breed. The flock now con
sists of85 aged ewes, 40 yearling ewes, and the 1949 lamb crop. The fleece weights
have been increased and now the flock, as a whole, averages about 8 pounds of
wool per head. This wool is very light shrinking and grades, for the most part,
three-eighths blood.
The extreme vitality, hardiness, and vigor of the new born lambs are the
breed's assets. The mothers are very good milkers, have a strong mothering in
stinct,and havelittleor no difficulty at lambing time.
During this past breeding season only No-Tail rams were used in the flock.
Of thelambs bornthisspring, only four lambs had tails longer thanan inch and a
half. The majority of these lambs were tailless or had tails less than one-half inch
in length.
m
A. sireof theNo-tail breed being used in theexperimental flock at South Dakota State College.
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Plans are being made to establish a line of No-Tail sheep at the Antelope
Range Experiment Station atBuffalo, South Dakota, this fall. (Project 9. Leaders.
J. W. Wilson, Leslie E. Johnson, and R. M. Jordan, Animal Husbandry De
partment.)
Can sorghum fodder be fed successfully to bred ewes during the winter months?
Four years' work has been completed in which sorghum fodder was fed with
(1)salt only, (2) salt and minerals, (3) salt and linseed meal, and (4) salt, miner
als, alfalfa hay. The trials showed sorghum fodder was an excellent winter feed
for bred ewes if minerals and proteins were added. The results are published in
detail in bulletin 395. (Project 122. Leaders: Leslie E. Johnson, George Staples,
AnimalHusbandry Department.)
How can we cut winter feed costsfor ewes in eastern South Dakota?
Since the largest proportion of the cost of producing lambs and wool arises
from the feeding of the ewes during the winter, and since for the most part the
winter rationsfed in easternSouth Dakota consist of hay,a feeding trial has been
conducted for the past 3 years to study the value of the various hays and various
levels ofprotein duringthegestation period.
Fivelots of 17ewes each were fed from January 1 until April 15, 1949. The
lots were fed approximately equal amounts of total digestible nutrients, were al
lowed free access to salt and a mineral mixture of equal parts of steamed hone
meal and salt, and during the last 28 days were fed .5 pound ofyellow corn daily.
The rations, not including the above, were:
Lot1—alfalfa hay, 3.3 pounds per head daily.
Lot11—1 pound alfalfa hay, 2.3 pounds hrome hay.
Lot 111—3.3 pounds hrome hay.
Lots IV—3 pounds hrome hay, .25 pound soybean oil meal. (This
furnishes enough protein toequal that fed inLot11.)
Lot V—2.2 pounds hrome hay, .8 pound soybean oil meal. (This
furnishes enough protein to equal that fed in Lot1.)
Theewes gained over the 108-day period as follows: Lot I, 18.2 pounds; Lot
II, 8.3 pounds; Lot 111, .5 pound; Lot IV, 8.5 pounds; Lot V, 22.7 pounds. The
fleece weights for the various ewes are as follows: Lot I, 8.5 pounds; Lot II, 7.2
pounds; Lot III, 6.8 pounds; Lot IV, 8.0 pounds; and Lot V, 8.3 pounds. The
numberof lambs horn alive and those now living is about the same for eachlot.
While the ewesin Lots 11 and IV did not make asgreat gains during the gestation
period, they seemed to milk just as well and do just as good a job of raising their
lambsas those in Lots1and V, which gained considerably more. The ewes in Lot
III were on decidedly poorer rations and were considerably thinner at the end of
the trial than they were at the start. It appears that 1 pound of alfalfa is about
equivalent to one-fourth pound of soybean oil meal when added to a hrome hay
ration for pregnant ewes. The feed costs for Lots II and IVwere about 20 percent
less than those for Lots I and V. (Project 162. Leaders: Robert M. Jordan, J. W.
Wilson, Animal Husbandry Department.)
Do lambs in eastern SouthDakotaneedcobalt in their fatteningrations?
The question of whether or not lamb feeders in South Dakota should feed
theirlambs cobalt along withtheirfattening rations, has been asked frequently by
South Dakota farmers during the last year. The miraculous results obtained in
areas deficient in cobalt and the stories written about them have popularized co
balt feeding.
In the fall of 1948, four lots of 15 lambs each were put on feed to determine
the value of cobalt in a lamb fattening ration composed of eastern South Dakota
grown feeds. These lambs originated in western South Dakota and in Brookings
county. The rations fed were as follows:
Lot I—corn, hay, soybean oil meal, l'/2 ounces of cobalt in 100
pounds of salt and bonemeal mix (50-50).
Lot II—corn, hay,soybean oilmeal, 1ounce cobalt in 100 pounds of
salt and bonemeal mix (50-50).
Lot 111—corn, hay, soybean oil meal, and salt and bone meal mix
(50-50).
Lot IV—corn, hay soybean oil meal, Yz ounce cobalt in 100 pounds
of saltand bonemeal mix (50-50) .
Cobalt as a Mineral forFattening Lambs, Trial No. I, Nov. 11—Jan. 9—59 Days
15 lambs per lot
Corn, hay, SBOM, Corn, hay,
IY2 oz. cobalt SBOM, 1 oz. cobalt
per 100 lbs. salt* per 100 lbs. salt*
Corn, hay,
SBOM
Plain salt
Corn, hay
SBOM, Vi oz. cobalt
per 100 lbs. salt*
Initial weight 71.2 71.7 72.1 71.2
Final weight 94.1 94.4 95.7 91.3
Average gain per lamb 22.9 22.7 23.6 20.1
Average daily gain 39 .38 .40 .34
Average Daily Ration
Corn
- 1.94 1.51 1.90 1.60
Roughage 1.41 1.52 1.59 1.43
Soybean oil meal ..
.10 .10 .10 .10
Mineral mix 03 .04 .04 .03
Feed per 100 lbs. Gain
Corn 502 395 476 470
Roughage 365 396 397 470
Soybean oil meal 24.6 26.0 25.0 30.0
Mineral mix 6.88 10.59 9.60 7.97
Feed cost per 100 lbs. gain $15.36 13.73 15.27 16.13
Initial cost of lamb per 100 lbs. ... $22.10 22.10 22.10 22.10
Initial cost per lamb - 15.74 15.85 15.93 15.74
Feed cost per lamb 3.52 3.12 3.60 3.24
Total cost per iamb 19.26 18.97 19.53 18.98
Selling price per 100 lbs 23.50 23.50 23.75 23.33
Net value per lamb (Sioux Falls) .. 22.11 22.18 22.73 21.30
Margin per lamb 2.85 3.21 3.20 2.32
•Mixture of equal parts of salt and bone meal.
Feed prices used: corn, $1.12 per bushel; alfalfa hay, $23. per ton; salt, $1.25 per 100 pounds; bone meal,
$4.50 per 100pounds; soybean oil meal, $72. per ton; cobalt, $.35 per ounce.
The results of the first trial are given in the preceding table. They indi
cate that there was no advantage inadding cobalt tothe rations. The daily gains,
feed requirements and cost per 100 pounds of gain were all very similar. Lot 4,
however, did not do quite as well as the other three lots. It was more difficult to
keep the lambs in Lot 4on feed and their gains were not quite the equal of the
other three lots. However, the difference in gains is not statistically significant.
In January another four lots of lambs were put on the same feeds. The results
aregiven in the following table;
Cobalt asa Mineral forFattening Lambs, Trial No.II, January 21—April 16—85 Days
H lambs per lot
Corn, hay, SBOM
I'/j oz. cobalt
Corn, hay,
SBOM, 1 oz. cobalt
per 100 lbs. salt* per 100 lbs. salt*
Initial weight - 68
Final weight 112.1
Average gain per lamb 44.1
Average dailygain per lamb 52
, j •
Average Daily Ration
Corn 1-96
Roughage 1-60
Soybean oil meal 10
Mineral mix 037
Feed per 100 lbs. Gain
Corn —
Roughage
Soybean oil meal
Mineral mix
379
308
19
6.87
Corn, hay,
SBOM
Plain salt
Corn, hay
SBOM, Vi oz. cobalt
per 100 lbs. salt*
Feed cost per 100 lbs, gain $12.03 If-^4 11.64 11.95
Initial cost of lamb per 100 lbs $23.75 23.75 23.75
Initial cost per lamb 16.15 16.22 16.44
Feed cost perlamb — 5.30 5.22
Total cost per lamb - - 21.45 21.44 21.00 21.47
Selling price per 100 lbs. 27.00 26.90 26.73
Net value per lamb 30.27 30.53 29.99 o'li
Margin per lamb 3.82 9.09 ^-99
•Mixture of equal parts of salt and bone meal.
Feed prices used: corn, $1.12 per bushel; alfalfa hay, $23. per ton; salt, $1.25 per 100 pounds; bone meal,$4.50 per 100 pounds; soybean oil meal, $72. per ton; cobalt, $.35 per ounce.
While the daily gains per lamb were considerably greater in Trial 2, the dif
ferences between lots showed the same picture that was apparent in the first trial.
It is apparent that under eastern South Dakota conditions, cobalt does not add
any value to a lamb fattening ration. On the other hand, it can also be said that
cobalt isnot disadvantageous. (Project 190. Leaders: R. M. Jordan, W.E.Dinus-
son.Animal HusbandryDepartment.)
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Dairy Production
What is the value of older proven sires to the improvement of dairy cattle through
breeding?
Artificial insemination associations use older proven sires as much as possible.
This practice has developed because the men who purchase the sires believe there
is less chance of inferior calves when selecting older sires where it is possible to
studythe progeny theyalready have.
While there is a lot of information to justify this practice, there are very defi
nite disadvantages. There are not many older sires from which to make a selec
tion. Many very outstanding younger sires are never available for actual use in
associations. The conception rate of older sires is not as good as that with younger
sires.
For these reasons we plan to purchase three different groups of bulls and
compare the quality of their offspring when they develop, both in the herds
where they were purchased and in the herds served by the Artificial Insemination
Association in South Dakota. One group jconsists of older sires whose daughters
have high production records and carry good type. The second group is made up
of sires whose daughters ranged in age from calves^ to 2-year-olds at the time of
purchase. With this group, even though atthe most only one or two were in milk,
the progenies are old enough to obtain some evaluation for type. Tbe third group
consists ofbull calves purchased on only the pedigree and type of the ancestors.
To date, 6sires proved for production and type, 17 sires in the second group
and 9bull calves bave been purchased. Of these (besides the daughters of the six
older sires) the daughters of three sires in the second group and one originally
piirchased as a calf are old enough to evaluate for type and production in the
original owners' herds. The production appears satisfactory in all groups except
for the later daughters of one proved sire. Except for one of the sires in the proven
group whose later daughters were not as good as his first daughters and one in the
second group which shows some weakness in fore udder, the type of all also ap
pears satisfactory. (Project 184. Leaders: Philip L. Kelly and Emery Bartle, Dairy
fdusbandry Department.)
Is itpossible to get 20 full sisters from each of our best cows annually?
In recent years it has been possible with mice, rats, and rabbits to transfer the
fertilized egg from one female to a second which completes the period of
pregnancy and produces normal young. This is theoretically important when we
wish a large number of offspring from some valuable female. Her eggs can be
transferred to less valuable females whicb serve as incubators to complete the
pregnancies of the valuable eggs.
•This work with smaller animals suggests that the practice might be impor
tant in breeding dairy cattle. With present methods of good herd management the
average cow stays in the milking herd only long enough to produce four or five
calves. Since half of these will probably be bulls she leaves only two daughters in
the herd. This makes dairy cattle improvement very slow in comparison to chick-
ensor hogswherethe lifespanof the animals is shorterand moreoffspring can be
produced by each generation.
If the method of transferring eggs or ova could be perfected, many more
descendants could be produced by our outstanding cows. A normal cow can pro
duce approximately 17 fertilized ova each year. If these could be transferred suc
cessfully to other cows it wouldbe possible to build an entire herd of full sisters in
a very few years.
The number of ova might even be increased. Trials have been conducted in
which certain protein compounds such as gonadotropin or gonadophysin can be
injected and cause more eggs to be liberated at one time. However, work with
these compounds hasnot developed far enough to produce consistent results. Some
have been very undesirable.
The project, started in this department during the past year, was designed to
work out someof the techniques which would be necessary in transferring fertil
ized eggsfrom onecowto another.We alsohopeto makesuccessful transfers and
produce living calves as soon as possible.
Besides the work done on other phases, two attempts to transfer fertilized
eggsfromonecowto another havebeencompleted. One resulted in complete fail
ure. The other is now in the third month of pregnancy. Only time can tell if living
young will be produced. (Project 189. Leader: A. E. Dracy, Dairy Husbandry
Department.)
Are cold barns economical for raising heifers?
Many of the dairy heifers raised in South Dakota are housed in cold sheds
during our winter season. While this may be a verygood practice, there were two
questions whichcould beraised regardingit.The firstwas whetherthe animals in
the cold shed made as good growth and showed as good physical appearance as
those housed in a warm barn. The second was whether the extra feed fed those
housed in the cold barn costsmore, over a period of years, than a good barn would
cost.
Two groups of 11 animals each were selected from the college herd. These
were first paired offon the basisof age, size, breed and physicalappearance.There
were six pairs of Holsteins, two of Brown Swiss, two of Guernseys and one pair of
Jerseys. They averaged 12 months of age with an average weight of 668 pounds
when the experiment started.
The heifers were weighed and measurements of height at withers and heart
girth were made weekly. Barn temperatures and feed consumption records were
also kept. Silage was fed in about the same amounts to both groups. They were
fed all the hay they could consume. No grain was included in the ration. The corn
silage was of good quality, while the hay was a medium grade brome and alfalfa
mixture.
The heifers in the cold (uninsulated) barn were allowed to run out of doors
every day and most of the nights, except in severe cold and stormy weather, while
the heifers in the warm (insulated) barn were in most of the time during the day
and always at night. The inside housing area for both groups averaged 48 square
feet per heifer, and the trial extended from November 1, 1948 to April 1, 1949.
Course of St/age Consumpt/on
Weeks
Course of Hag Consumptfon
Figs. 1 and 2.
Figures 1and 2 show the hay and silageconsumptionof the two groups.For
the first 12 weeks the feed consumption was approximately the same for both
groups.However, the temperaturesfor this period weresimilar because the season
up to this time had been verymild as is shown in Figure 3.
However with the break in outside temperature the heifers in the shed con
sumed some additional silage and considerably more hay. Figures 4 and 5, show
ing increase in weight and height at withers, also showed smaller increases from
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this time to the end of the experiment, wit|;i those in the warm barn increasing in
weight much faster than those in the shed in spite of the difference in the amount
of feed consumed.
As the temperatures declined, feed consumption increased to avery marked
extent in the group kept in the cold barn. When we figure the increase in their sil
age consumption as 3pounds of silage equivalent to 1pound of hay, and add that
to the differences in hay consumption, the relation ofgains to hay consumption is
very striking. It required 6,128 pounds of hay equivalent to produce 1,298 pounds
of gain in the warm barn, or 4.72 pounds of hay per pound of gain. In the cold
barn 8,044 pounds of hay equivalent were required to produce 792 pounds of gam
or 10.15 pounds perpoundofgain.
Theheifers housed in thewarm barn gained steadily with thegains in weight
made on approximately half the feed used by those in the cold barn. Those in the
cold barndid not make as much growth and were rougher in appearance. Many
of our dairy heifers raised in South Dakota are housed in cold sheds and kept on
limited amounts of feed. Perhaps housing is more important than we have previ
ously believed as a factor inobtaining the necessary growth on our heifers. This
project will be repeated during the coming year. (Project 153. Leaders; Emery
Bartle and Philip L.Kelly, Dairy Husbandry Department.)

Can largequantitiesofcoldskimmilk befed to dairycalves?
An experiment was initiated during the winterof 1949 to simulate as nearly
aspossible nursing conditions for raising calves. Ten pairs ofcalves were selected
from the Guernsey, Jersey, Holstein and Brown Swiss breeds. These were paired
sothatevery otheranimal received all thecold skimmilkdesired through a nipple
feeder and his mate was fed the conventional way; that is, it received 8 pounds of
warmskim milk daily. Allcalves received all the hayand grain theydesired.
Calves receiving milk through the nipplegrew faster as measured by gain in
weight andheight at withers. In other words, notall theextra gain was dueto fat;
much of it was skeletal growth. In addition,at 6 weeks of age they were in good
enough condition for vealing. When the calves were first started on this type of
feeding they consumed about the same quantity of milk asothercalves but soon
weredrinking up to 50pounds of skim milk daily.
There appearto betwomain drawbacks to this type of feeding. First, a warm
barnisrequired tokeep themilkfrom freezing in thewinter, andsecond, in warm
weather the milk tends to sour. However, no dietary effects were noticed because
of sour milk. Because the milk had to pass through a hose from the can up to the
nipple, masses of sour milk tended toclog thehose. When this happened thecalf
could not drink freely.
None of the calves were abnormally sick due to calf scoursor other diseases.
Some of the calves receiving large quantities of milk showed a definite looseness
of bowels but none had the characteristic infectious scours. Two calves on the ex
periment died, but upon examination by the veterinarian the cause of death was
found not to be due to the experiment.
Calves receiving large quantities of skim milk gained 12 percent more than
those receiving a limited quantity of milk. Whether this is an economical way to
utilize skim milk depends upon the price of the milk, the quantity on hand, and
the salevalueof milk. (Project 191.Leaders: A. E. Dracy and Emery Bartle,Dairy
Department.)
Can milking machines be cleaned satisfactorily in areas where the water is very
hard?
If proper methods and suitable cleaning compounds are used, milking ma
chines canbekept in goodcondition. At the beginning of these experiments on the
milking parlor equipment at the College Dairy Department a considerable
amount of milkstone ( a combination of milk solids with minerals from the hard
water and washing compounds) was observed on the surfaces of the machine
which came in contact with the milk. This accumulation was apparently due to
the continued use of cleansers not adapted to hard water and the use of steam on
this equipment which was not perfectly clean.The removal of milkstone was dif
ficult, but by continued brushing and the use of special commercial milkstone re
movers, this was accomplished .
Three types of cleansers are now used for routine cleaning, as follows: (1)
slightly alkaline, (2) neutral and (3) slightly acid. All of them contain synthetic
wetting agents. These products give reasonably clear solutions in the hard water
of this area. Products which gave very cloudy solutions or which precipitated on
standing were discarded as unsuitable, since they would probably cause milkstone
to accumulate on the equipment.
Immediately after the milking is completed, the machine is thoroughly
rinsed with cool water. A hot solution of one of the cleansers is then pulled
through the machine with the vacuum. This is followed with a very hot water
rinse. Just before the next milking a germicidal treatment is given to the machine
which is followed with hot rinse water.
Once each day the equipment is taken apart and each part is brushed in a
solution of one ofthe previously mentioned cleansers. This system ofcleaning and
sanitizing has prevented the formation of milkstone, and the bacterial counts in
the equipment have been low.
Should we be concerned with the types of bacteria as well as the total numbers
which survive sanitization treatments ofmilking machines.'
Inthe work previously reported on this project, the results of the cleaning and
germicidal treatments have been measured chiefly by the total numbers of bac
teria which were found in the milking machine equipment andin the milk. This
work has been continued, hut in addition an attempt has been made to classify
into several groups, the organisms which survive the various cleaning and germi
cidal treatments.
Although the results are preliminary and much work remains to hedone on
this phase of the project, it is evident that a rather high percentage of the organ
isms removed by rinse tests from the milking machine equipment belong to the
genus Pseudomonas.
Ofwhat significance are Pseudomonas bacteria inmilk products?
Organisms of this type are frequently responsible for objectionable flavors.
They may cause fat decomposition resulting in arancid flavor or they may break
down the proteins and produce a putrid flavor.
Although the numbers ofthese organisms found inthe equipment are usual
ly low, they may cause considerable trouble, especially in raw products since they
grow well atrather low temperatures. They are readily destroyed by heat and little
trouble would therefore he expected ifthe milk is pasteurized promptly. (Project
155. Leaders: D. F.Breazeale and G. E. Turner, Dairy Department.)
Poultry Production
What are the effects ofselenium inturkey breeding rations?
There appears to he no effect on egg production or fertility within the range
of selenium content up to 15 parts per million. Flatchahility of fertile eggs was re
duced to zero and many malformed embryos were observed when the all-mash
breeding ration contained 15 p.p.m. Aselenium level of9p.p.m. has been shown
to produce 100 percent of poults with defective down, while the hatchahility was
not affected.
(A) Day-old turkey poult
showing normal down.
How was the high level of selenium in
the ration obtained?
The all-mash breeding ration was
made up to include 50 percent ground
yellow corn which assayed 30 p.p.m. of
selenium. The selenium level of the final
ration waschecked bymeansof chemical
assay procedures.
How soon after selenium is added to the
breeding ration do serious effects occur?
Eggs laid 3-6 days after the use of a
seleniferous ration showed the toxic ef
fects.
Howlong after selenium isremoved from thebreeding ration dothetoxic effects
persist?
Eggs laid 4-6 days after the removal of the seleniferous ration produced
normal poults.
Does the addition of iodine to a seleniferous ration counteract the toxic effect of
selenium?
No apparent improvement in hatchabiltiy occurred when iodine (as potas
sium iodide) at a level of 20 milligrams per pound wasadded to the ration carry
ing 15p.p.m.of selenium.
Does the addition of iodine to a non-seleniferousration affect the hatchahility?
When iodine at a level of 20 milligrams per pound was added to a non-selen-
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(B) A moderate level of selenium in the ration results in coarse, wiry down on the poults
which hatch. (C) A high level of selenium resulted in many embryos showing abnormal head
and leg development.
iferous ration no change in hatchability was noted. (Project 28. Leaders; Wm.
Kohlmeyer, Poultry Department; A.L. Moxon, Station Chemistry Department.)
How is growth rate of turkeyson range influenced byvaryinglevels of oats in the
diet.'
Four lots of Broad Breasted Bronze turkeys on range were givenrations con
taining varyinglevels of oatsfor the periodfrom 16to 28 weeks of age.The levels
of oatsusedwereapproximately 45,50,55,and 67.5 percent. The rationsusedand
28-week weights are given below:
Mash ingredients
Ground oats
Soybean oil meal
Salt mixture
Total
Grain mixture
Lot Number
1 2 3 4
_ 95 45 0 0
200 250 295 295
_ 50 50 50 50
.._100 100 100 100
- 25 25 25 25
. 25 25 25 25
. 5 5 5 5
.500 500 500 500
.250 250 250 125
.250 250 250 375
500 500 500 500
28-week av. weights (lbs.) 1
Toms 24.13
Hens 14.86
Lot number
2 3
Theseresults were obtained with turkeys on alfalfa rangeand with the grain
and mash hopper fed in separate troughs. It seemsevident that when oats is rela
tively cheapcompared to corn, turkeygrowersusinggreen range can make useof
great quantities of oats during the growing period. (Project 52. Leaders: Wm.
Kohlmeyer and D. G. Jones, Poultry Department; A. L. Moxon, Station Chemis
try Department.)
Canriboflavin from different sources beexpected to promote good hatchability of
turkey eggs?
While riboflavin levels are known to exert a most important influence upon
turkey hatchability there has been some question as to the comparative values of
varioussourcesof this vitamin. Previous work has shown that high levelsof allalfa
meal or a combination of alfalfa meal and dried whey would support good
hatchability.
Four breeding pensof Broad Breasted Bronze turkeys were usedfor this trial.
There were 25 hens and 2 toms per pen, the toms being rotated from pen to pen
weekly. Artificial lightswere usedand cobblestone yards were provided.
Grit, oyster shells, and water were fed to each pen. The following all-mash
rations were used:
Ingredient Pen 1
Ground yellow corn 47.5
Ground oats 12.5
Wheat bran 7.5
Wheat middlings 7.0
Meat and bone scraps — 7.5
Soybean oil meal 5.0
Alfalfa meal 5.0
Dried buttermilk 5.0
Ground limestone 1.75
Salt mixture 1.00
Dried whey
Fish oil concentrate 0.25
Crystalline riboflavin concentrate
Totals 100.00
0.25
2 gm.
100.00
Eggs were set for a period of 15 weeks. The following results were obtained:
Total eggs set Percent fertile
Percent hatch Average
(fertile eggs) eggs per hen
Pen 1 1589 91.56 71.13 63.5
Pen 2 1452 88.01 71.04 58.0
Pen 3 1483 90.28 72.14 59.3
Pen 4 1499 87.65 75.26 59.9
The ration used in Pen 3 represented the additionof crystalline riboflavin to
a mixturethat had givenpoorresults in previous years. This additiongave asgood
results as were obtained from Pens 1 and 2, while the standard ration used in Pen
4was little,if any,better. Egg production and fertility were comparable and satis
factory in each of the pens. (Project 96. Leaders: Wm. Kohlmeyer and D. G.
Jones, Poultry Department; A.L. Moxon, Station Chemistry Department.)
How stableis the quality of eggs soldby South Dakota producers?
Samples were taken during spring, summer, and fall marketing periods.
Quality was highest in the fall and lowest during the summer. Individual pro
ducer's eggsvaried from 0 to 90 percent"A" grades.
Who buysthe eggsproducedin South Dakota?
About one-half of the eggs are purchased hy produce buyers, one-fourth by
grocery stores, and the remaining fourth isaboutequally divided between cooper
atives and hatcheries.
What part ofSouthDakotaeggsare purchased bygrade?
Our figures show that less than one-third of the eggs sold in South Dakota in
1948 were sold under any sort of a graded buying program.
Can expanded useof gradedbuying of eggs be expected to improve our average
egg quality?
Yes. Both producers and handlers of eggs who have had experience with a
graded buying program say that it will tend to raise the average egg quality
throughout the important eggproducing sections of thestate. (Project 175. Lead
ers: Wm. Kohlmeyer, Poultry Department; David Paterson, Agricultural Eco
nomics Department. Cooperative with the North Central States and the United
States Department of Agriculture.)
Whatprogress isbeing made in thedevelopment of inbred poultry at this station?
The development of inbred lines ofchickens for thepurpose ofcrossing with
various lines developed at thisor other stations, to produce "hybrid" chickens has
resulted in certain problems. Work at this station has been confined largely to in
breeding a fast-feathering strain ofWhite Plymouth Rocks. This work was begun
3years ago and from the original inbred line, four sub-lines are being developed.
Although thesub-lines have several ancestors in common, marked differences are
already appearing among them with respect to various economic characters such
asegg size,body size,eggshapeand color.
Crooked toes which were observed frequently during the early stagesof in
breeding are very infrequent now. Cross-beaks are still observed frequently. Some
progress hasbeen made in eliminating a defective type of feathering by testmat-
ings,and eliminatingthose birds proven to be carriers.
Egg production and hatchability have remained at a satisfactory level, but
fertility hasbeen poor in all sub-lines, although there ismarked variation between
sub-lines in this respect. The following table gives data on fertility, hatchability,
and chick mortality to 2 weeksof age for the 1949 hatching season;
Fertility Hatchability Mort. 2 weeks of age
Sub-line Eggs set No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent
1 850 257 30.2 216 84.0 9 4.2
2 .._.1019 188 18.4 158 84.0 19 12.0
3 585 255 43.6 215 84.3 15 7.0
4 455 275 60.4 192 69.8 14 7.3
(Project 179. Leaders: D. G. Jones and Wm. Kohlmeyer, Poultry Depart
ment. Cooperative with the North Central States and the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
Livestock Diseases, Insects and Poisoning
Is Newcastle diseaseincreasing in South Dakota?
During 1948, the disease was diagnosed in the laboratory in 39 flocks in 17
counties by the hemagglutination inhibition test. In 1947, 13 infected flocks in 11
counties were diagnosed. It is most certain that the disease has appeared in other
flocks in which a laboratory diagnosis was not requested. In several groups of
small chicks the death loss has reached60 to 80 percent and the remaining chicks
destroyed to complete a more rapid disinfection of the premises.
Are the new vaccines effective in preventing infection?
They muststill beconsidered experimental. Little vaccination hasbeen done
in South Dakota. One group of over 1200 chicks was vaccinated and kept in the
samebuilding in which a natural outbreak had recently occurred in other birds.
The death loss in the two weeks following vaccination was 43 percent which is
approximately theaverage mortality from thedisease in chicks of thisagenot vac
cinated. Exposure to the disease prior to vaccination no doubt accounted for a
higher loss than would otherwise have occurred. (Project 170. Leaders: G. S.
Harshfield, J. B.Taylor, Veterinary Department.)
In the 60th annual report, June 30, 1947, it was stated that the agglutination test
had not proved satisfactory for identification of fowl cholera carriers in poultry
flocks. Do differences in strains of fowl cholera organisms account for a failure to
obtain satisfactory antigens for the test?
A study of colony types occurring in strains of Pasteurella multocida isolated
from fowls reveals colonies that can be classified as rough (R), smooth (S), and
intermediate (I). Some comparisons havebeenmade of these, both in the agglut-
inin response in fowls injected with them, and in their suitability as antigens for
the agglutination test.
Of 11 birds,eachof which had been inoculated with a single type, four did
not produce agglutinins which could be detected by any of the 11 antigens pre
pared from the same types. Agglutinins did develop in seven birds. Two of 11
antigens, each prepared from a single colony type, failed to be agglutinated by
positive serums. The irregularities in results in these trials could not be attributed
to differences in colony characteristics. (Project 141. Leaders: J. B. Taylor, G. S.
Harshfield, VeterinaryDepartment.)
Are ranchers stillexperiencing losses of lambs on range from internal parasites?
Duringthepast few years, the losses of lambs on range from dysentery have
been small compared to the losses prior to 1944. This may be explained by the re
duced numbers of sheep and improved management practices for those still re
mainingin the range area. It is expected that losses may increase with increased
stocking of sheep.
Preparations arebeing completed at theAntelope Range in Harding County
todetermine the effect ofdifferent management practices on thedegree of worm
infestations developing. Theworm infestations in thesheep andcattle maintained
at the Antelope Range, whichare to beusedin the studies, remained at a lowlevel
during the past season. (Project 139. Leaders: G. S. Harshfield, Veterinary De
partment; L. E. Johnson, Animal Husbandry Department.)
Bovine encephalomyelitis. The picture
shows the inability of the calf to control the
hind parts. This is a common symptom
shown by affected animals.
Dopenicillin and streptomycin showany
promisefor the treatment of sporadic
bovine encephalomyelitis?
Penicillin and streptomycin have each
been tested for their action on the virus
causing sporadic bovine encephalomyel
itis. The antibiotics in solution were
mixed with the virus and after one hour,
the mixtures were inoculated into the
yolksacs of chickembryos. Neither peni
cillin in amounts as high as 5000 units,
nor streptomycin as high as 100 milli
grams per milliliter of virus inactivated
the virus.While these agents would be of
little value in treatment of sick animals,
they may be useful in the laboratory in the isolation of the virus from contami
nated tissues.
A strainof the virus of sporadic bovine encephalomyelitis has been kept ac
tive for2 years by frequent passage throughchick embryos.
One newoutbreakhas appeared during the yearinvolving a herd of 120 cat
tle. Fifteen percent of theherd became sick, of which over 50 percent died. (Proj
ect 171. Leader: G. S. Harshfield, Veterinary Department.)
Livestock Insects
Can we eliminatecattlegrubs and thus increase profits?
Of the insect pests which attack livestock, one of themost troublesome is the
heel fly, orox-warble fly, and its larvae, commonly called cattle grubs or warbles.
Thisproject isa cooperative one and involves studies of: (1) the life history, sea
sonal distribution, andgeographic distribution of the two species ofheel flies; (2)
theeffect ofcattle grubs and various grubtreatments ongains of feeder cattle; and
(3) the ability to establish grub-free areas within the state.
With the cooperation of the Extension Service and 4-H club members, a sur
vey has been conducted to determine thedistribution of thecommon grubHypo-
dermalineatum, and the northern grub,H. bovis. More than 150 larvae were col
lected from all sections of the state during the period January 1 to April 14,1949,
and identified. Both species have been found to be practically state-wide in distri
bution. There are scattered areas over the state where one or both species may be
almost or entirely non-existent. The most noticeable of these isa strip along the
eastern edge ofthestate. H. lineatum, thecommon grub,ispresent in thebacks of
South Dakota cattle from early January until the end of March with a peak of
abundance usually occurring during the middle of February. H. bovis, the north
erngrub,ispresent from thefirst partof March until thefirst partofJune, with a
peak ofabundance usually occurring duringthelasthalfof April.
The degree of infestation of cattle with grubs has been quite variable from
year to year. This variability may have been due to weather and other climatic
conditions. However, the number of grubs appearing in cattle in the same region
or even the same herd has also varied greatly. At the time of the peak of abun
dance of the grubs in the backs of cattle, some animals may be free from grubs,
whileothers in the sameherd may show 100 or more larvaeat one time. The rea
sons for thisvariation are not fully understood. Some of it isdue to agedifferences
(the younger cattle being more heavily infested than theolder cattle) and some of
it maybedue to different degrees of resistance to the parasites.
What are the best known methods of controlling cattle grubs?
The methodsof killing grubs in the backsof cattle have involved the applica
tion of rotenoneby hand dusting, power spraying,and the automatic currier. For
the hand dusting, a powdercontaining 1.5 percentrotenone wassprinkledon the
backs of the cattle and rubbed in well with the fingertips. Approximately 3 ounces
is sufficient for an animal. This same dust was used in the automatic currier. Seven
and one-halfpounds of 5 percent rotenone were mixed with 100 gallonsof water
for the spraying. A pressure of 400 to 600 pounds was used in applyingthe spray
material.
The effects of killing the grubs, keeping the cattle grub-free and giving no
treatment were studied and the production data on these comparisonsare given in
the following table:
Production Data on Cattle Fed in Sioux Falls Feed Lots
Lot number
Treatment
Low grub
count, Rotenone
no treatment hand dusted
Initial weight 817
Final weight 1341.5
Total gain .• 424.5
Daily gain 1.85
830
1260.5
430.5
1.87
Grub Count per Animal and Date of Treatment:
Jan. 30, initial treatment 0.0
Feb. 12 0.0
Feb. 26, second treatment 0.0
Mar. 11 0.3
Mar. 27, third treatment
Apr. 9
Apr. 23, fourth treatment 0.3
May 7 0.5
May 21, fifth treatment 0.0
June 4 0.0
Total grub count
per animal during trial 2.1
Average number grubs at time
of slaughter, per steer 0.0
Average number of holes in hide
following slaughter, per steer .... 0.7
Average grade of hides (No.
of steers—grade) 10 no. 1 5 no. 1
5 no. 2
Rotenone
No Rotenone power
treatment automatic currier sprayer
830
1250.0
420.0
1.83
4 no. 1
6 no. 2
830
1259.0
429.5
1.87
8 no. 1
2 no. 2
830
1310.1
452.5
•2.07
8 no. 1
1 no. 2
Carcass grades 10 choice 10 choice 10 choice 9 choice
1 good
9 choice
Average dressing percent
(Warm Carcass) 61.6
Market price per cwt $36.00
Pound feed per cwt. gain:
Corn and cob meal 733.6
Shelled corn 263.6
Alfalfa hay 192.7
Protein supplement 88.7
Brome hay 6.9
Straw - 26.5
Mineral — 2.4
Salt 1.2
•One steer m Lot V died.
61.5
$36.50
61.3
$35.71
Three other feed lot trials were made last year. In general, all tests indicated
(1) about equal effectiveness in power spraying and hand dusting in killing
grubs; (2) a reduction of grubs in treated cattle during the grub season, and (3)
no effect in rate of gain by treating.
What are the benefits of controlling heelflies on an area wide basis?
Under the direction of the Extension Service, five areas in five different coun
ties were set up as grub control areas. Plans called for treating all cattle in these
areas four times. Most herds were thus treated. After the one year's treatment, a
noticeable reduction in heel fly activity was observed, especially in thecentral parts
of theareas. In many herds, a decidedly lower infestation was noticed. One herd
in the Hughes county area had an average infestation of approximately 5 to 10
grubs per head on April 22, 1948. On April 16, 1949, the same cattle were found
tohave anaverage infestation of2.4 grubs perhead. The cattle just outside of this
area had infestations of 25 to 30 grubs per head.
What are the difficulties encounteredin carrying out this controlprogram?
There are many difficulties encountered in carrying out a control program
which necessitates spraying allthecattle inanarea four times from February until
June. In February and March, bad weather or impassable roads often delay the
spraying schedule. This allows some of the grubs to remain alive in the backs of
cattle and to emerge from the hosts for pupation. During April and May, many
calves arebeing bornand ranchers are reluctant tocrowd pregnant cows intopens
for spraying. Theranchers also hesitate toround uptheir herds for spraying when
they have a large number of very young calves in tbeirherds.
According to ranchers and farmers in thegrubcontrol areas tbere has been a
marked reduction in the amount of running and also a shorter periodof fly activ
ity. Insome cases, ranchers just outside the areas have noticed the difference in fly
activity and grubbiness between their herds and the herds in the areas. Many of
these people are now starting to treat their cattle for grubs. (Project 163. Leaders:
John A. Lofgren, Entomology Department; Paul H. Kohler, Leslie F. Johnson,
Animal Husbandry Department, and James O'Connell, Extension Animal Hus
bandman.)
Whatproblems arose during 1948 relative tothe use ofinsecticides for the control
of insectsaffecting livestock?
Research on problems of livestock insect control was centered on (I) the
frequent abnormal failure ofDDT tocontrol horn flies oncattle during midsum
mer, (2) the irregular results obtained when DDT was used tocontrol stable-flies
oncattle, and(3) tbe search for insecticides tosubstitute for DDT wbere use ofan
insecticide of lower toxicity isdesirable or necessary, asin thecase of fly-control on
dairy cows where the presence ofDDTinmilk has made a substitution for DDT
necessary.
What has been done to increase the reliability of horn-flysprays?
In themajority ofcases, theDDT sprays applied tocattle for control of horn-
flies have been highly effective. The large number of failures, however, has been
spectacular andvery troublesome. Solution of tbis problem depends onthe certain
knowledge of why such failures occur. Many reasons have been suggested but
none have a sound basisof fact. There is no evidence to indicate improper applica
tion of sprays nor is there any evidence that poor DDT was supplied by dealers.
Preliminary techniques for taking hair samples and determining chemical resi-
dues were established. Laboratory studies to determine the effect of temperature
on the toxicity of DDT to hornflies have been started.
Can chlordan be used instead of DDT as a cattle spray to give more reliable
control of stable flies?
Two herds, totaling 47 head, were sprayed with 0.5 percent chlordan emul
sion on the same day and within a few miles of 5 herds, totaling 151 head, that
were sprayed with DDT at the rate of 8 pounds of 50 percent wettahle powder per
100 gallons of spray. The effect of the chlordan treatment was not significantly
different from the DDT treatment.
Is methoxychlor a good substitute for DDT where livestock toxicity is a problem?
Methoxychlor is less than 5 percent as toxic as DDT to warm-blooded ani
mals. In most cases, this is not of any great importance as the mammalian toxicity
of DDT itself is very low. However, on dairy-cows or on animals being finished
for slaughter, DDT should be avoided. Methoxychlor gave good control of lice on
cattle when used at the rate of 8 pounds of 50 percent wettahle powder in 100gal
lons of water. Methoxychlor gave good control of sheep tick (ked) when used at
the rate of 4 pounds of 50 percent wettahle powder in 100 gallons of water. Fly
control on cattle has been obtained with methoxychlor at 8 pounds of 50 percent
wettahle powder per 100 gallons of spray. (Project 186. Leader: Wm. M. Rogoff,
Entomology Department.)
Livestock Poisoning
How doesselenium damage the animal's body?
For approximately 15 years, selenium has been known to be the cause of "al
kali disease," yet just how it brings about the damage in the body that it does, is
not known.For the past2years research hasbeen centered on thisparticularprob
lem with the hope of being able to provide factors other than arsenic which will
give protection against selenium, or at least promote growth in the presence of
selenium. At the present time, arsenic, when fed with salt to cattle, has been the
only practicable way to alleviate the effectsof selenium poisoning in farm animals.
There are, of course, disadvantages to the feeding of a poison (arsenic) to stock,
even though it is in such small amounts that it is a wonder it can possibly counter
act the effect of the selenium. One experiment now in progress indicates that ar
senic does not interfere with reproduction in animals, for the cattle receiving
arsenic at the Reed ranch are producing normal calf crops.
It has been known for severalyears that selenized animals had lessVitamin C
in their blood than normal animals did. Experiments were performed to see if the
animals eating selenium were suffering from the lack of this vitamin, but it was
found that this was not the causeof the toxicity or the deaths. Another compound,
glutathione, present in nearlyall living animals, was found to protect rats against
selenium poisoning if it were given before the animals were injected with the
selenium. It was found also, that some of the sulfur in the glutathione had been
replaced with selenium. But again, rats receiving selenium in amounts that caused
death, died with normal glutathione values of the blood,liver,and kidneys.Meth-
ionine has been shown to prevent selenium poisoning in yeast cells, but experi
ments in the laboratory have not shown the sameresults with the rat. During the
war, a compound called British Anti-Lewisite (BAL) was found to prevent the
effects of poison gases and hassince been found to behelpful in cases of poisoning
by metals such as lead and mercury. This compound, however, tended to make the
selenium even more toxic.
Certain chemical testshaveshown that seleniumreactswith sulfhydryl (SH)
compounds such as cysteine and glutathione, and considerable time has been
taken in identifying these products, for they may explain the breakdown of selen
ium compounds by the animal's body. It has been shown by paper partition
chromatography that the materials thought to be pure compounds are really mix
tures of compounds. By the same method, it has been shown that the sulfur amino
acids are carrying the selenium in the plants that grow on seleniferoussoilsand are
eaten by animals of the seleniferous areas.
When it wasdiscovered that seleniumis replacingsulfur in thesecompounds,
experiments designed to test the effects of these compounds upon enzymes of the
body processes were performed, and it was found that these compounds were
especially toxic to a sulfhydryi-bearing enzyme. One striking fact was that the
toxicity of these selenium-hearing amino acids was independent of the selenium
content of the compound. Selenium analogues of other amino acids were tested
during the past year for toxicity both by injection into the animal and by the inhi
bition of enzymes in specialglass vessels, but none of them has been as toxic as the
selenium-cystine that occurs naturally in the selenium-bearing plants.On the other
hand, naturally occuring selenium-methionine is noted for its lack of toxicity to
the enzyme systems even though it is very toxic when injected into animals.
To determine whether this inhibition of the enzyme was taking place in the
body, a dietwasfoundthat maintained a level of succinoxidase (a SH enzyme sys
tem); selenium, when fed, was found to decrease this level almost at once. Arsenic
had no harmful effect and when seleniumand arsenicwere fed together after sev
eral days the lowered enzyme level was found to return to near normal. This strik
ing experiment showsthat selenium either prevents the synthesisof this important
sulfhydryi-bearing enzymeor reduces its functional importance so the body pro
cesses are impaired. Either process is disastrous to the animal body.This is the best
indication, to date, of how seleniumcauses its toxic effect in the animal's body.
Work has also heen done on the selenium-arsenic antagonism with the hope
that the way arsenic prevents the selenium toxicity might be determined. The in
clusion of arsenic in a selenium diet has shown no significant variations in the ah
sorption, excretion or tissue deposition of selenium. This study has tended to em
phasize that the detoxication of selenium is accomplished to quite a degree by the
formation of volatile seleniumcompounds in which methylgroups are thought to
play an important part. How this fits in with the part that methionine, or other
compounds which can furnish the bodywith methylgroups,may play in selenium
toxicity is not known.
That selenium is entering the animal body as selenium-cystine, and that the
function of an important sulfhydrylenzyme is being interrupted by the selenium
seems established. The next step is to extend these observations with the hope of
finding better antidotal material.
Where is selenium poisoning most likely to occur?
Maps have been prepared for Fall River, Custer, Pennington, Meade and
Butte Counties showing the areas most likely to produce vegetation containing
toxicamounts of selenium. These maps are on a fairly large scale (214 inches = 1
mile) and are on file in the offices of the county extension agents in the above
mentioned counties.
(Project 19,supported in part by a grant from the Research Grants Division,
U. S. Public Health Service, (RG611 C). Leaders: A. L. Moxon, H. L. Klug and
D. F. Petersen, Station Chemistry Department; L. E. Johnson, Animal Husband
ry Department, cooperating on work with cattle at the Reed Ranch in Lyman
County.)
Cornstalk Poisoning
Are casesof cornstalk poisoning still occurring?
Severalcases of such cattle losses were reported from the Huron area during
the latter part of December, 1948. Fields of Flint corn were usually involved.Sam
ples of cornstalks from the fields in question were obtained. These did not appear
to be abnormal with respect to gross nitrogen fractions; however, paper chromato-
grams revealed that there were differences in free amino acid composition. The
significance of these differences has not been established. (Project 130. Leaders:
A. L. Moxon, E. I. Wbitehead and Frances L. Moyer, Station Chemistry; G. S.
Harsbfield, Veterinary; C. M. Nagel, Plant Pathology.)
Farm Engineering
What are the successfulways of storing high moisture sorghum grain?
Bulletin 396, Storing Grain Sorghum, published in June 1949summarizes 8
years of research, and describes 5 waysin which high moisture sorghum grain has
been successfully dried. For small amounts of the grain (1) sun drying, (2) drying
in thin layers, or (3) drying in grain bags has proved successful. For larger
amounts, drying by mixing wet sorghum with dry oats, or drying by forced
heated air are practical methods.
What is a safe moisture content for long storage periods?
A moisture content of 13 percent or less is necessary for safestorage for long
periods to prevent damage and loss from molds. A still lower moisture content is
better for long range storage, for by drying the grain to 11 percent or below, the
operator can prevent insect and weevil development to a large degree. Sorghum
grain has a hygroscopicmoisture balance with the surrounding air and will take
on moisture during damp and rainy weather unless it is in a dry and tight bin.
Perforated bins have not proved successful in storing high moisture sorghum.
Does the power-operated fan and heater unit offer a practical solution to the
drying problem?
Many other methods short of heater-driers have been tried, and these methods
are describedin Bulletin 396. Indications are, however, that for large quantities of
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Home-made blower, tractor mounted, used to force cold air through grain in perforated bin.
high moisture grain a modern heater-drier, usedsoon after the grain is harvested,
wouldbe the most practical. Such equipment should be carefully selected and be
built to the specifications of the engineers of the Bureau of Plant Industry, Soils,
and Agricultural Engineering. (Project 114 was closed in May 1949. Leaders: H.
H. DeLong, AgriculturalEngineering Department; E. 1. Whitehead,Chemistry
Department; C. Franzke, Agronomy Department; C. M. Nagel, Plant Pathology
Department; Turner Wright, Animal Husbandry Department.)
How do concrete silo stave and concrete block constructed septic tanks compare in
cost to poured concrete tanks?
For the tanks constructed in the past 2 years a list of materials and cost has
been recorded. Total costsof materials are as follows; Concrete silo stave (850 gal.
capacity)—$52.07; concrete block (550 gal. capacity)—$51.85; poured concrete
(540 gal. capacity);—$39.35. The pricesare for the year 1948 in Brookings.
These three tanks have performed satisfactorily. The cost of materials was
somewhat difTerent. The concrete silo stave tank was built for a family of 8 or
more because there was a saving of only $6 in materials when designed for the
smallest tank that should be made (550 gal.). The labor would be practically the
same for both size tanks. Even then the smallest will cost more than the poured
concrete tank if the forms can be rented for the poured concrete instead of pur
chased. (If the forms were to be purchased, they would become an added cost.)
The concrete block tank also runs higher than the poured concrete tank.
These two tanks have four advantages over the poured concrete tank:
I. Construction or rental of forms is not necessary.
2. Less aggregates need be located and transported in localities where aggregates
are scarce or costly.
3. Staves or blocks are convenient in handling and transporting.
4. No concrete machinery is needed to construct them.
A progress report "New Type SepticTank Construction for Farm Use," Ag.
Engineering Pamphlet No. 4, was published this year, giving details as to con
struction, material list, cost, and their performance.
Isit possible to waterproof basements?
One of the problems in many locations is to keep water from heavy rains
from seeping into basements. This is particularly true of old basements that
weren't waterproofed on the outside when built. Therefore, last year one local
basement was waterproofed onthe inside with Aquella No. 1. It istobe inspected
every spring toobserve its effectiveness. This year there were no continuous heavy
spring rains to cause wet basements. Consequently, this spring s observations
didn't reveal any conclusions to our test. (Project 165. Leader: N. B. Anderson,
Agricultural Engineering Department.)
What are the possibilities ofsupplementary sprinkler irrigation inSouth Dakota?
Interest among South Dakota farmers insupplemental irrigation has sharply
increased during the recent years. A number of facts have brought this about,
some of which are: (1) The detrimental effects of short drought periods during
the growing season even in comparatively wet years, (2) the availability of im
proved portable irrigation equipment, (3) the desire of farmers to eliminate
weather risks in production ofhigh income farm products, and (4) the plans for
the Missouri River Basin Development.
South Dakota is located in a marginal rainfallbelt whereadequate precipita
tion often times is sufficient for normal crop production. Other years the supply
is inadequate andcomes at intervals notsuited for the crops grown. The amount
of supplemental water needed isnotknown.
A new project isbeing opened with the following objectives in mind:
1. Study the application ofwater by various sprinkler systems from the standpoint
of soil types and probable intensity and distribution of rainfall, and determine
whichof those systems wouldbemostefficient.
2.Make a comparison of the costs and advantages between sprinkler and gravity
methods of water application.
3. Determine the timesupplementary watershould beapplied and the maximum
desirable rate of application.
4.Study theeffects ofSouth Dakota winds on thesprinkling pattern.(Project 192. Leader: J. L. Wiersma, Agricultural Engineering Department.)
Whatarethemost practical andefficient methods of water application?
This project was started late in the 1948 season. The research iscooperative
with the Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, and Division of
Irrigation Research. Test plots were prepared and data is being collected on vari
ous methods of application of irrigation water. The test plots are located on the
Redfield Development Farm.
How does artificial application of wateraffect surface and internal drainage?
Assuming possibilities of future drainage problems, studies are being made
of surface and internaldrainage characteristics asaffected by artificial application
of irrigation water toSouth Dakota soils. This project is a cooperative one with
the Department ofAgriculture, Soil Conservation Service, and Division ofIrriga
tion Research. (Project Cooperative. Leader: Leonard J. Erie, Agricultural Engi
neeringDepartment.)
What materials have heen found satisfactoryfor a farm building floor?
A number of different floors were constructed for both indoor and outdoor
use. Cost, durability, and the desirable qualities of each floor were compared to
that of a conventional concrete floor.
Cinder concrete made an excellent floor. The floor is lighter in weight and
nearly as durableasa sand-aggregate concrete floor.
Sawdust-cement concrete was found difficult to construct because of the need
to have moisture conditions exactly right. A concrete floor using an expanded
vermiculite for an aggregate in the base course proved very satisfactory where a
dry warmfloor isneeded. A topcourse of mortar is needed for protection against
abrasion.
A conventional concrete floor, using a roto-tiller for mixing after materials
were placed in the forms proved to he a method for rapid construction. The floor
is nearly as strong as a conventional concrete floor if care is used during con
struction.
A IVa-inch layer of mortar laid on an 8-inch to 10-inch oversize rock base
makes a satisfactory floor for light animals. If an abundant supply of oversize is
available it makes a cheap floor.
Conventional 8-inch by 16-inch building block laid on its side on a good
gravel base makes a satisfactory floor. It has an advantage of being both drierand
warmer than concrete floors. The joints can he mortared or a layer of mortar can
he placedover the entire floor.
A rammed soil-cementfloor, which is made by adding 10percent of Portland
cementto the top layerof a goodclay-gravel mixtureof soil packed thoroughly in
place makes a very good poultry house floor. It is warmer and drier than a con
crete floor. This typeof floor is not satisfactory for outdoor use.
Rammed oil-surfaced floors are satisfactory for indoor use where only light
weightanimalsare kept.They are not satisfactory for outdoor use.
A new publication "Hard Surfaced FloorsforFarm Buildings," Bulletin No.
393, is available. (Project 83. Completed 1949. Leader; }. L. Wiersma, Agricul
tural Engineering Department.)
Farm Income and Community Welfare
Farm Finance
Why do farm earnings vary?
Farm earnings vary a great deal from year to year because of extreme fluctu
ations in both weather and prices. Perhaps of even more importance is the great
amount of variation in earnings found among farmers in certain areas within a
given year. A study of farm records in theNorth Central area showed earnings of
43farmers ranged from a loss of over$500 to a net gain of over$20,000. Twenty-
five percent of the farms having the largest net income earned $12,568 in 1948 as
compared with only $1,484 for the least successful 25 percent. The differences in
earnings were largely accounted for by the following important management
factors: (1) sizeof the farm, or volume of business, (2) the efficiency with which
labor was used, (3) crop yields, (4) the kinds of crops raised, (5) the amount of
livestock produced, (6) how efficiently the feed fed tolivestock was utilized, and
(7) the efficiency with which power, machinery, and equipment were used. The
farmers who were above average mat least six of these factors had earnings aver
aging $14,650 whereas the farmers who excelled inonly one or less ofthese factors
had earningsaveraging $5,135.
A similar study in theSoutheastern area gave comparable results.
The results of these studies have been published in Agricultural Economics
pamphlets numbers 27 and 28. (Project 137. Leader: Russell O. Olson, Agricul
tural Economics Department.)
Areour tenure lawsadequateand up to date?
One ofthe major farm problems centers around the questions ofrights, du
ties, and responsibilities of tenants and landlords. Both tenants and landlords
suffer important economic losses because of misunderstandings and friction in
their relationships with each other. The laws of a state, governing tenancy, can
have an important effect upon this relationship.
A study has been started to determine what the legal aspects of the tenure
problem are. Acompilation of all laws of the state hearing on farm tenancy and
the court interpretations of these laws is now underway. This is to be supplement
ed with a field studyto determine: (1) how conscious landlords and tenantsare of
their rights and privileges under the law; (2) to what extent the law aids or hin
ders the economical use of land resources, that is, in what ways it encourages or
discourages conservation and improvement; and (3) what changes, ifany, would
be desirable from thestandpoint ofpromoting better tenant-landlord relations and
more efficient land use. (I^roject 147. Leader : Russell O.Olson, Agricultural Eco
nomics Department.)
What adjustmentsin productionshouldfarmers make?
Wartime demand stimulated asubstantial increase inagricultural production
and considerable shifts in production ofvarious crops and livestock. Astudy was
made in cooperation with the Bureau of Agricultural Economics and the various
departments of the Agricultural Experiment Station to determine what adjust
ments farmers should make intheir production as the economy returns tonormal.
Estimates were made ofchanges in livestock and crop production which would
be most profitable for farmers in 1949, taking into consideration the long term ob
jectives ofstable and profitable systems of farming. These estimates were based on
the latest information on prospective supply and demand for the year ahead.
These indicated a continued high level of economic activity and consequently a
continued strongdomestic demand for farm products.
The desirable adjustments recommended involve a small shift in acreage
from grain crops to tame hay and pasture in 1949, a small increase in sheep pro-
auction, asubstantial increase in hog production, and a moderate increase in poul
try production. Long term adjustments recommended include a greater shift in
acreage to grass and legume crops and an increase in roughage consuming live
stock to consume the added forage. (Project 150. Leader: Russell O. Olson, Agri
cultural Economics Department.)
Our farmers are getting better, but what about the economic situation?
One important long-term trend in South Dakota farming is toward a better
adjustment to our physical and economic environment. Thus farms have increased
in size, have larger investments in more modern equipment, use better farming
methods, produce better crops and livestock and, in recent years, have had a more
favorable relationship between incomeand outlay. Fortunately the same trend is
noted in the avoidance of an extreme land price inflation. But prices paid and
prices received by farmers are largely beyond their control. Hence continued use
of good judgment will he especially necessary, until we know more about long-
term price prospects,if the recent trend toward more owner-operators is not to he
reversed.
When the price level has fallen farmers generally have suffered from high
costs and low incomes. Previous war inflations have been followed by lower
prices; prices have eased, and unfortunately, we do not know if the nations of the
world can avoid a post-World War II price collapse.
Both banks and farmers in South Dakota seem to be in much better financial
condition than at a comparable period after World War I. The farm mortgage
indebtedness is not high, and foreclosures have been very low. Post-war land
prices, however, havebeen rising,and sohaveshort-termloans,taxesper acre,and
costsgenerally.
A circular, "Graphic Views of Changes in South Dakota Agriculture," is
being published. (Project 157. Leader; Gabriel Lundy, Agricultural Economics
Department.)
Should farms be kept in the family?
The farm families, farms, and communities of South Dakota would benefit
if a largerproportionof farms weretransferred asgoing concerns fromoneowner
to the next within the family. However, study of information provided by 150
farm families and by 222 lawyers indicates that only about 15 percent of South
Dakota farm land iskept in theowner's family for the second generation, and that
very few farm businesses are transferred as going concerns.
How can this be done?
The most importantsingle step is for the members of the farm family to de
cidewhois to get the farm business and how this transfer is to beaccomplished. It
seems best to do this before the children all leave home and get established else
where.
There is no one best way in which to manage the transfer. There are several
alternative methods by which the next generation can take over operation and
ownership of the farm business. The laws of the state permit almost any plan
which the family might desire. It is the responsibility of the owner to decidewhich
plan bestfits the needs of his family and his farm. He should obtain legal advice
as to the way in which to accomplish the desired result.
A bulletin "Keeping Your Farm in the Family"is being published. (Project
166. Leader: MaxMyers, Agricultural Economics Department.)
What procedures ofmarketing feeder cattle arefavored in SouthDakota?
The production and marketing of feeder cattle and calves is one of the more
important agricultural enterprises in South Dakota. This is indicated by the fact
that, according to information obtained in this study, 53 percent of the farmers
and ranchers consider either the production of feeder cattle, or the feeding of such
livestock, tobe their major livestock enterprise.
With respect to practices followed in selling feeder cattle and calves, 57 per
cent favored selling in lots graded as to sex, age, class, weight, conformation and
condition. Seventy-four percent favored selling at the same type of market each
year, and 70 percent sold atabout the same time each year. Although producers
were asked to state the best time to sell when price alone was considered, it seems
that the replies which favored the fall of the year may have been based on weight
attained, condition ofpasture and available feed as well as price.
In all areas of the state, producers, to the extent of 79.3 percent^ favored selling
feeder cattle and cal ves by weight rather than by the head or lot. As to transporta
tion means, 66.7 percent of such feeder animals went to market in hired trucks.
Almost the same percentage arrived on the farms of feeders in hired trucks. Pro
ducers contacted believed there was a63 cents per hundredweight price advantage
in selling feeder livestock in lots of 12 or more as compared with selling individual
animals. Steers with regular Hereford markings were considered to bring an
average price off 1.02 perhundredweight above thatofsteers of mixed beef breed-
(Project 176. Leader: David Ct. Paterson, Agricultural Economics De
partment.)
What are the two types of economic gains resulting from improved livestock
breeding and feeding practices?
First, there are those improvements which result in greater output per unit of
input (i.e. more pork per hundred pounds of feed, etc.). These practices are quite
readily adopted by progressive producers because the dollar and cents gain can be
easily seen. Second, there are those changes in techniques which improve the qual
ity of product without affecting output per unit of input. These improvements
have little sales appeal if that increase in quality is not reflected in higher returns
to the producer.
Why study the possibility of marketing slaughter lambs by carcass grade and
weight?
The best marketing system is one which efficiently and economically returns
to each individual seller of livestock its true value. The purpose of this study is to
determine whether or not selling slaughter lambs by carcass weight and grade
does abetter job of reflecting the true value of each shipment of lambs to the seller
than thepresent method of selling.
How accurately did the packer buyer estimate the grade and yield of lambs?
The buyer did a better job of estimating grades for top lambs than for low
grading lambs. The percentaps of lambs in each grade (on the basis of federal
grading) for which the buyer's estimate was within one-third grade were: Choice
78 percent; Good—50 percent; Commercial—38 percent; Utility—24 percent-
and Cull—43 percent.
On 45 lambs, for which individual yield estimates were obtained, the buyer
was off in his yield estimates by 3 percent or more, on more than one-third of the
lambs. In making yield estimates there was a definite tendency for the buyer to
keep nearer the average or normal yield for a large number of lambs than actual
results would justify. When the buyer overestimated grade, there was a tendency
for him to also overestimate yield, and vice versa.
Approximately 75 percent of the difference between the amount paid for the
lambs on the regular basisand the true value of carcass and pelt was due to errors
in yield estimates. For instance, most lambs grading "good" were estimated to
yield 49 percent, whereas some would yield 55 percent and some as low as 43 per
cent. Under the carcassgrade and weight method of marketing, sellers would be
paid on the basis of carcass instead of live weight so this "error" would be elim
inated.
Would this method of marketing hring other problems.'
This study has indicated that it is desirable to do a better job of remitting to
sellers the true valueof their lambs than is now being done. At present,some pro
ducers are being overpaid and some underpaid. Generally, the producers of low
grading, low yielding lambsare beingoverpaid, and sellers of high grading, high
yielding lambs are being underpaid.
However, there are a number of problems that need to be solved before the
carcass weight and grade systemof selling slaughter lambs is practical. A satisfac
tory method of identifying lambs from farm through packing plant is needed.
Should differences in by-product values beconsidered? If so,howcan thisbe han
dled economically? What about marketing costs? Would they be increased and if
so how much? (Project 156. Leader; David G. Paterson, Agricultural Economics
Department, and Ellis Pierce, Animal Husbandry.)
Rural School Reorganization
South Dakota rural families have passed into a number of basic economic and
social adjustments since the state was first settled from 60 to 80 years ago. This is
not surprising as the last half century has been replete with far reaching scientific
discoveries and inventions, all of which have left their impact on rural life.
Those phases of farm and home life which have been affected first have had
to do with material things pertaining to the soil, crops, livestock, power machin
ery, buildings, roads, transportation, and home conveniences. The phases of rural
living which involve changes in the farmers' social institutions pertaining to
health practices, public welfare, religiousorganization and educational procedures
have met with the greatest resistance.
The objectof this research study has been to review and analyze rural school
organization and support. The term "rural" is used broadly here as it involves
both the farmers and their relationships to the villagesand towns of the state. It is
principally in the rural schoolsand in the smaller town districts where such condi
tions are accentuating the pressing need of school reorganization. This report at
tempts to answer three broad c]uestions as to why reorganization has been empha
sized in thisyears' study.
What are someof the moreurgent rural school problems?
First, there are too many small uneconomic rural school districts that no
longerhave enoughchildren of school age to operate a school of their own.There
are now 688districts of this type, which is 22 percent of the total rural school dis
tricts in thestate. Of therural school districts remaining some 83 percent areoper
atingonly oneschool. Probably the main reason why somany ruraldistricts have
closed their schools isdue to the heavy loss of school population since 1930.
Closely associated with the excessof small, uneconomic school districts is the
fact that the average enrollment of the rural schools in the state is now 10.3 per
cent. This is the lowest average for all 48 states. Many rural schpol districts are
not keeping their low-enrollment schoolsin session,becauseunder the 1949 school
legislation, a district which does not operate a school of its own does not receive
state aid.
Further analysis of rural school enrollment by counties reveals that thereare
now 936 schools which have 6,or fewer, pupils. These schools are largely concen
trated in the West River counties. This can be readily understood as the number
of persons in these same counties average from 1 to 2 people per square mile,
whereas east of theRiver counties theaverage persons persquare mile varies from
2 to 13. Spot studies of a few of the counties with low-enrollment schools show that
probably between 40to 50percentof the presentnumberof schools couldbe elim
inated or combined withother nearby rural schools without interfering with the
quality of the school work offered.
A third problem is that unequal educational opportunities prevail between
counties because of such marked differences in their financial ability to support
education. This arises from the fact that 80 percent of local monies raised for the
support ofeducation comes through assessed valuation of farm lands and proper
ty.Where theschools are unduly small, thecost perpupilisexcessive and tends to
penalize equal educational opportunities as compared to other more fortunate
counties.
A fourth problem, related to these three, is that wide differences exist be
tween the ability of counties to obtain the maximum value for each educational
dollar spent. There are two broad principles for testing out the greatest return
from school expenditures. The first is that efficiency in school planning comes
from a long-term improvement program,and second, that prudent business man
agementmust always be usedin expending school funds. The major school func
tion revolves around school administration, school finance and school instruction.
Indications are that we have too many school districts administering thedeclining
number of schools. Very seldom areschool districts disorganized even though the
schools are closed.
There are still 3059 rural school districts administering a total of 3132 rural
schools. Naturally this makes for high cost in administration. Rural school costs
havetended to soarin recentyears because of the risein prices of teachers' salaries,
building repairs, heating, books, equipment, and other phases of school budgets.
In spiteof this, verylittle effort has been made on the part of the school districts to
reduce thenumber ofschools soas tosave on cost. It isa commonly accepted prin
ciplein rural education that in most cases it ischeaper to close the local low-enroll
ment schools with 6 or less pupils and transport them as tuition pupils to an ad-
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The main problems in connection with both elementary and high school tuition pupils at
tending other schools lie in the lack of transportation and, possibly, dormitory facilities.
joining or nearby school. Efficiency in school instruction has received a severe
blow during the recent war and post-war years. The qualifications for teachers
have lowered appreciably,as shown in the large percent of those having to teach
with a permit.
How have these rural school problems arisen?
Educational inequalities between counties, stem mainly out of differences in
resources. Probably the most strategic differences in resources lies in the average
annual rainfall in different parts of the state from east to west.Generally speaking,
there are four distinct rainfall belts in the state. In the eastern quarter we have a
variation ranging from 20 to 26 inches. This is the most adequate rainfall belt
from a crop standpoint in the state as a whole. What may be called the east central
part of South Dakota varies from 20 to 18 inches, and it includes the area from the
20-inchbelt to the Missouri river. The third quarter lies in the west central section,
varying from 16to 18 inches on the average. The fourth or western quarter of the
state varies from 14 to 16 inches and includes the Black Hills. These four rainfall
belts, together with the social and economic relationships correspond rather close
ly to rainfall differences. Special attention is called to differences in the average
size of farm or ranch, number of persons per square mile, and what is known as
the eight agricultural areas.
There are numerous other relationships which might be pointed out, but
specificallythe differences in type and size of school districts are significant. These
differences have not been recognized throughout the entire history of the state.
Farms and ranches have gained much in experience and techniques during this
period, making increased use of labor-saving machinery, drouth resistant seeds,
scientific weed and pest control, and better breeding methods for both plants and
livestock. These cliflFerences based on rainfall belts and ditTerent types of agricul
ture are reflected in similar differences in land prices as well as in the average size
of farm or ranch.
As roadsand transportation improve, counties couldreduce their educational
costs andopportunities by having fewer butlarger school systems.
A second reason as to how certain problems have arisen is to point out that
school census trends since 1930 have been greatly influenced by shifts ofpopula
tion. In the early history of South Dakota there was a tendency for settlers in the
western cjuarter of the state to assume that it was merely a matterof time before
thedistribution ofpopulation would be evenly spread over the entire state. Some
60 years ormore, however, have indicated thatfarmers in the sparse rainfall belts
must operate larger acreages inorder tomake a satisfactory living. Thepopulation
in the lesser rainfall area, however, reached its limit earlier than was expected. In
fact several counties reached their maximum growth as early as 1910 and from
that point on population shifted from that area to eastern counties with better
rainfall or to other states further west. After 1930 South Dakota population de
clined as farms grew larger.
The same tendency to decline in number has been true in most of the small
towns with population less than 500. It is possible that the census of 1950 may
show still further declines in rural population although showing considerable
gains in towns of over 5000.
This past year the school census for the state shows a slight increase for the
first time since 1931. Athird significant reason why these major school problems
have arisen is because of the continuing trend in what may be called "Theclosed
rural school movement." Since 1918 South Dakota has had anaverage of68 rural
schools close each year. The largest number of rural schools ever to operate in
South Dakota was 5902. Since that time a total of2770 schools have closed, which
is slightly over 46 percent of the total.
The small high schools ofthe state have shown asimilar decline over the past
40 years. Two hundred and fifty four schools have discontinued their 1- or2-year
high school departments since 1908. In addition to these, 130 more of the smaller
high schools have also discontinued their instruction. Most of these had enroll
ments of less than 50 pupils. In a rather startling way this trend toward closing
elementary rural schools and small high schools represents an adjustment process
to too many small school districts and schools. This trend is still inprocess and may
continue indefinitely until some reorganization toward larger schools is effected.
What suggestions have been proposed to help solve the more urgent of the rural
school problems listed above?
The most promising step that probably can be taken at this time is for the
state legislature topass a permissive school reorganization act that would author
ize all 68 counties ofthe state toconduct a survey oftheir respective school district
situations. Thequestion of reorganization would have tobe brought toa vote in
each county. The counties reacting favorably would then proceed through the
proper channels to effect such a plan.
Nearly all ofthe 48 states have either adopted some such program orhave the
question under serious consideration.
Actually, a school district reorganization act would not be legally necessary
under South Dakota school law, but would greatly expedite such a program and
tend to standardize the various procedures.
Most of the surroundingstates haveemphasized two types of school admin
istrative units in their reorganization program. In the more sparsely populated
counties the "county school district unit" has been looked upon quite favorably.
This would be quite well adapted to several South Dakota counties where they
have a relatively small number of rural pupils and where thecounty has only one
town in which a highschool isoperating. In such a unit thecounty district school
board would administer both the elementary rural schools as well as the elemen
tary andhigh school children located in the town. This system could more easily
reduce many of the low enrollment schools and relocate the remaining rural
schools where they are most needed. This system would also greatly reduce the
cost ofoperating somany low enrollment schools andnotbesocumbersome asthe
present system.
Another plan of reorganization which has found considerable favor in the
more populous areas is called "the community school district." This is based on
thenatural community and coincides closely with theboundaries of the trade and
service areasof medium size villages or towns.Frequently such a community unit
could be worked out to include 5 or 6 rural districts, or, in some cases, three times
that number.
At thepresent timemany ofour villages and towns have become community
attendance areas where country children outside the town pay tuition. In such
cases the district of origin pays the tuition for both elementary and high school
students attending. In some cases the home district also pays transportation. The
choice of planforthecounty would bedecided bya vote aftera careful survey has
been made onplans acceptable to thestate. In effect, community districts would be
very similar to our present type of consolidated school. The greatest benefit of a
community district would come from a better type of instruction, a much wider
tax base and a means for working out a better relationship between town and
country children. While this is notalways soevident during childhood, it works
toward a much greater degree of socialization when children become adult citi
zens of the community. (Project 64. Leader: W. P. Kumlien, Rural Sociology
Department.)
Home Economics
What are the dietaryhabitsof womenin SouthDakota?
During the past 2years, 29 Brookings women, ranging from 30 to 80 years of
age, have helped toanswer this question. Each one has kept anaccurate record of
everythingsheate for a period of one week.A few measured the food in common
household measures while the others weighed each item of food. Before hegining
to record her food intake, each woman was asked to recall what she had eaten
during the preceeding 24 hours, including the nihhlings and hetween-meal snacks.
As a part ofa larger Food Habit Survey which began inJune 1949, similar 1-day
diet recalls will besecured from about 300 adult women in South Dakota, selected
at random by the areasamplingmethod.
The information secured by these methods will be studied as to kind and
quality offood eaten, as well as its nutritive value as computed from tables ofaver
age composition.
What is the nutritional status of South Dakota women?
In an attempt to answer this question each ofthe 29 women who kept a rec
ord ofher diet was brought into the nutrition research laboratory atSouth Dakota
State College fora series of tests designed to measure her nutritional fitness. These
included a basal metabolism test, anestimation ofthe number, volume, and size of
the red blood cells, the number and kind ofwhite blood cells, the concentration of
protein, carotene, vitamin A, and ascorbic acid in blood serum, and of riboflavin
in whole blood. The hand-grip test was used as a measure of the woman's
strength. In addition each woman was given a medical and dental examination.
This information is being tabulated and evaluated. Next year another group of
about 30 women will be studied in similar fashion. The nutritional status of the
300 women oftheState group will likewise he evaluated, but in much less detail.
This informationabout food intake and nutritional statusof adult women in
South Dakota, together with similar information being secured in Iowa, Minne
sota, Michigan, and Nebraska will help in determining the dietary needs of this
group in our populadon. (Project 178. Leaders: LidaM. Burrill, Home Econom
ics Department; Alvin Moxon, Chemistry Department; incooperation with other
stations in the North Central Region and the Bureau of Human Nutrition and
Home Economics.)
Do different types ofhome freezers preserve the palatability and nutritive value of
fruitsand vegetables equally well?
Three types of home freezer units were studied: (1) a single compartment
chest; (2) a chest with two compartments, one for storage, the other for sharp
freezing; and (3) an upright unit with drop-front shelves. Uniform samples of
Nanking cherries, green beans, and corn, packaged in three types of containers,
were frozen in each of the three units. By means of thermo-couples placed in the
center of each package, changes in temperature were recorded and the rate of
freezing calculated. After 4 month's and 10 month's storage, sample packages
were removed for palatability tests andascorbic acid determinations, theretention
of ascorbic acid serving asa measure of the preservation of nutritive value. The
findings are being analyzed and the study continued. (Project 98. Leader: Lida M.
Burrill, Home Economics Department.)
How practical are homefreezers?
That is the question that confronts many prospective owners today. Itwas for
this reason that comparison studies were macle onthree types ofhome freezers and
the local commercial locker plant. Experimental results obtained during the past
year show that home freezers can be used satisfactorily for freezing and storing
meats, fruits and vegetables. Their efficiency in performing this job, however, is
materiallyaffected by several factors.
The results of three separate series of freezing tests show that all the home
freezers studied had a faster freezing ratethan thecommercial locker. Their max
imum efficiency is obtained when freezing 3-4 pounds ofmeat per cubic foot of
capacity.
A study of four different wrapping materials showed that a paper-backed
aluminum foil retained the most moisture, cellophane-wax laminated and "no
air wrap" were similar and intermediate, whereas wax locker paper showed the
greater loss.
Cooking tests showed that the percentage ofweight lost was slightly greater
in those meats frozen and stored in the commercial locker and also in those
wrapped with paper-backed aluminum foil. There were also slight differences be
tween the other freezers and wraps.
There were no differences in the quality of the meats frozen in the commer
cial locker and in home freezers asdetermined by sampling committees. The dif
ferent wraps affected quality, however, inthat meats wrapped inwax locker paper
were badly freezer burned and dehydrated. Meat wrapped in no air wrap and
wax-cellophane laminated paper had the best color. The paper-backed aluminum
foilcaused surface discoloration after long periods of storage but did not seem to
impair quality. Power failures of short duration did not affect the quality of stored
meats if the freezer door was kept closed.
The cost of operating the home freezer was compared with the processing
and rental rates of the commerciallocker. Resultsof this comparisonshow that the
operating expense alone for the home freezers was $18.65 a year. In addition to
this an owner would have to include such items as initial cost, depreciation, ex
penses involved inwrapping and processing, etc. The cost of the commercial lock
erincluding box rent, insurance, key deposit, and processing charges was $26.24.
Present indications are that home freezers are satisfactory for freezing small
quantities of meats, fruits and vegetables. They also appear practical for storage of
large quantities of food products which have been processed in the commercial
locker plants. Their economy will depend greatly however, on the value of the
convenience of having fresh frozen food products stored in the home. (Project
158. Leaders: Ellis A. Pierce, RobertDynes, Animal Husbandry Department; H.
H.DeLong, Agricultural Engineering Department; S. A. McCrory, Horticulture
Department.)
Is re-usedwooldeterimental to the quality of an all woolfabric?
Since the WoolProducts Labeling Actbecame effective in 1941 all wool ma
terials must be labeled indicating the percentage of new, reprocessed, and/or
reused wool in the fabric. In order to determine to what extent reused wool may
affect the wearing qualities ofa fabric a study ofblends ofnew and reused wool is
now in progress.
Flannels made from various amounts of new and reused woolswere woven to
specifications. These were made into skirts which are being worn by college girls
on the State College Campus. Provision was made for control swatches of new
fabrics, andalso some which have been dry cleaned the same number of times as
the skirts. As the wear period for each group of skirts is completed they are sam
pled and physical measurements are made on the worn fabrics along with the
corresponding control swatches.
Some of the skirts still remain in service. It is hoped that when the wearing of
all of the garments has been completed and the data analyzed that we may have
some evidence as to what effect reused wool may have in the wearing quality of
wool flannel. (Project 140. Leaders: Lillian O.Lund,Division of Home Econom
ics, incooperation with Ethel L. Phelps, University ofMinnesota.)
Are the chemical properties ofwool fabric affected by the condition ofwear?
In various attempts made by textile laboratories to determine how fabrics
wear out, many physical measurements have been made on materials as pur
chased, as well as those which have been put into actual service. One such project
studying wool serge has recently been completed at this station in which the physi
cal properties of worn and unworn fabrics were measured. In order to further
understand what goes on during the time a garment is exposed to the environ
ments of ordinary wear it was decided to also measure the chemical properties of
this same serge. Samples of the fabrics when new, after dry cleaning, and after
wear withdrycleaning were analyzed.
Some changes in chemical properties were shown to result from dry cleaning,
and wear, itself, brought about many changes. Perhaps the most applicable infor
mation for consumers is that aheavier more closely woven fabric could be expect
ed to provide for its component fibers greater protection against the effects of sun
light and oxidation than acomparatively thin and light weight material. (Project
99. Leaders: Lillian Lund, Home Economics Division, incooperation with Ethel
L. Phelps, University ofMinnesota.)
Substations
Range Field Station, Cottonwood
Carl B.Larsen, Superintendent
In addition to research on soil management and crop varieties, some out
standing work was done on the shelterbelts atCottonwood (a detailed report is
given on page 21), and anew project added on the cost and efficiency of electricity
tofarm andranch homes in thinly settled areas.
The feeding trials to determine the nutritive value of hays cut at different
stages of maturity for wintering calves had to be discontinued because of heavy
snows (reporton page 35).
What work is underway inthe western areas on soil management?
New soil plots were added to those established in 1948. Theseinclude studies
on various tillage, crop residues, fertilizers and rotation treatments on common
soil of the area. The treatments include also one-way tillage, plowing and sub
surface trials conducted with and without crop residues returned and with and
without nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers. (Project 4. Leaders: L. O. Fine and
A. N. Hume, Agronomy Department.)
What is being done in testing new crop varieties.'
Several hundred new strains of sorghum, corn, wheat, oats and barley were
grown and appraised for their suitability and adaptability. In addition new crops
arebeingtested suchas sunflowers, caster beans and safflower. The results to date
indicate that the earlier varietieshave performed the best. (Project 25, 61, 66, 112
and 181. Leaders: J. E. Grafius, C. J. Franzke, D. B. Shank and V. A. Dirks,
Agronomy Department.)
Are new grasses and legumesbeing developed for this area?
Some five thousand new alfalfa plants have been space planted on this farm
this spring. These plants originated from seed picked up from old established
fields that havebeengrown in western South Dakota for some30 to 35years. Hay
yield studies are continued which involve cutting every year, once in 2 years or
once in 3 years. Results indicate that goodquality haycan be obtained by cutting
every year oronce every 2years. (Project 74,182. Leaders: M.W. Adams and J.G.
Ross, Agronomy Department.)
What are the relative costs of electricity to the farm and ranch home in thinly
settled areas?
A new research project started in the fall of 1948 seeks to find the compara
tive cost, adequacy and dependability of three types of electric service to the iso
lated rancher farmer, the three methods being, (1) gasoline-electric generating
plantsfor the individual farm, (2) wind electric plantsof the 110 volt D.C. type,
and (3) centralstationservice overrural lines.
How much current will the wind electric plant produce?
There are many sizesof wind electric plants manufactured. The one now on
test, however, is of the 110 V.D.C. type and for a 1-yearperiod produced a steady
daily loadof SYz kilowatt hours of electricity, which is a daily load comparable to
that of the majority of farm users today. Since November the plant was moved
from the Brookings location to the Cottonwood substation and has produced
more than 6V2 kilowatt hours per day under more favorable wind conditions.
What is the operating costof the gasolineelectric plant?
Two sizesof automatic-start, gasoline-electric plants of the 110volt A. C. type
have been on test from December to June, one a 3000 watt size and the other 1500
watt size.Cost figuresat given load levels have not been calculatedcompletely, but
gasoline costs vary from $0.50 to $1 per day. The plants have been running on
such loads as lights, small heaters, pump motors, refrigerators and have carried
typical loads of from 5 to 6 kilowatt hours per day. Complete cost figures will be
published in bulletin form in 1950. (Pioject 188.Leaders: H. H. DeLong, Frank
Wiersma, Agricultural Engineering Department.)
What systems of summergrazing and wintering beef cattle are advantageous in
western South Dakota?
Trials are being conducted to determine efficient wintering and summer
grazing practices for beef production in western South Dakota. The wintering
trials involve: (1) grazingonly, (2) grazingplus1 pound of a 20 percent protein
supplement daily, (3) grazing plus 1 pound of a 40 percent protein supplement
daily, (4) grazing plus wheatgrass hay, and (5) grazing plus windrowed hay.
Due to winter blizzard conditions, it was necessary to terminate the winter trials
in earlyJanuary. The work is beingdoneat the Cottonwood Range Field Station
and Reed's Ranch. This is the first time in 8 years that wintering tests conducted
on open ranges had to be terminated and the cattle fed on hay and concentrates.
The comparison of the summer grazing tests is being done at the Cotton-
wood Range Field Station. The 1948 data are contained in the following table:
Effect of Different Intensities of Summer Grazing on Beef Cows and Calves
April 30, 1948 to November 30, 1948
Over grazing
Lot number 1 and 4
Number of cows 20
Number of cows died 0
Average initial weight 934.8
Average final weight 861.5
Average gain or loss -73.3
Number of calves weaned 18
Number of calves died 0
Average birth weight of calves 73.1
Average weaning weight of calves 326.4
Average age of calves at weaning 179.5
Calf weight weaned per cow 293.7
Daily gain of calves on pasture 1.43
Feed Record
Animal months on pasture 144.0
Acres per animal unit per month 1.11
Acresgrazed per mature animal (7 mo.) —. 7.8
Salt per mature animal 13.4
Normal grazing Under grazing
2 and 5 3 and 6
16
3
73.7
375.0
180.9
300.0
1.58
(Project 121. Leaders: Leslie E. Johnson, Richard O. Smith, Thomas W.
Dowe. Animal Husbandry Department.)
Central Station, Highmore
Gerald Keehn, Superintendent
Testplots were conducted at Highmore to compare yields of five vegetable
crops, grown with applications of manure, Vigoro, a combination of both, and
withno treatment. (A detailed report isgiven on page 20.)
[82]
The wintering trials with calves at this station (see page 35) indicate that
even with heavy rain damage, the hay cut at an early stage of maturity isslightly
superior to hay cut in the mature stage.
When is the best time to plant corn?
Yields and moisture content of corn were obtained when planted on two
dates.Three kinds of corn were used: an early corn, a corn with medium growth
period anda full season corn. The results indicate that there was notmuch differ
ence in the yields of corn when planted either on May 1 or May 20. (Project 4.
Leader: A. N. Hume, Agronomy Department.)
What do our studies on tillage and residue trials indicate?
The following results were obtained in 1948:
Effects of Rotations, Tillage and Straw Residues on Crop Yields, Central Substation,
Highmore, South Dakota, 1948
Sorghum
Wheat
Yield, Bu./A.
Seedbed preparation 6" straw 6" straw & manure All straw
Sorghum-wheat-oats rotation
Plowed ........2904* 3359* 3297*
Stubble-mulched ,. 2870* 3306* 3095*
Disked 19.6 23.5 20.5
Disked 16.0 20.0 16.6
Stubble-mulched 44.1 53.1 50.2
Stubble-mulched 39.5 50.6 37.5
Sorghum-wheat rotation
Stubble-mulched 3578* 4268* 3658*
Disked 16.5 22.2 24.0
Summer fallow-wheat rotation
Stubble-mulched 22.6 32.8 26.2
Sorghum
Wheat .
Wheat
•Pounds of forage sorghum per acre.
(Project15and 16:Leader:R. A. Cline,Agronomy Departmentof Soil Con
servation Service,cooperating.)
North Central Station, Eureka
Albert Dittman, Superintendent
Test plots were conducted alsoat Eureka on the comparison of yields of five
vegetable crops when grown with applications of manure, Vigoro, a combination'
of both, and with no treatment. (See page 20.)
Experimentswith calves fed wintering rationsconsistingof hayscut at differ
ent stagesof maturity are summarized on page 35.
What is being done to develop new grassesand legumes?
Several new species of grasses and legumes grown singly and in combination
were started this year. Yields of similar plots established last year have been re-
corded. By applying nitrogen fertilizer or manure at the rateof 8 tons peracre, it
ispossible to double theyield of native grass. Datawere also obtained from grass
plots cut (a) once every year (b) once every 2 years and (c) once every 3 years.
Greater yields under good rainfall conditions can beobtained where native hay is
cut every year. Satisfactory yield and palatability of hay were obtained when the
native haywas cutevery 2 years. (Project 4,74,183.Leaders; A.N. Hume,M.W.
Adams, J. G. Ross, Agronomy Department.)
What is being done in crop variety testing?
Several hundred new strains of wheat, corn, oats, barley and sorghum were
grown and appraised for their adaptability. New crops such as sunflowers, soy
beans,casterbeansand safflower were also tried within this area. Results indicate
that the earlier varieties are better adapted. The new Rancher sorghum matured
earlier and was ready toharvest before frost. (Project 25,61,66, and 181. Leaders:
J. E. Grafius, C. J. Franzke, D. B. Shank and V. A. Dirks, Agronomy De
partment.)
How welldo turkeys harvest sorghum and sunflower seed?
Growing turkeys were used to harvest a plot of grain sorghum and one on
which both sorghum and sunflowers were grown. The sunflowers used were a
short-stemmed variety.
There was no apparent difference in the rate of growth between the turkeys
fed on thesorghum alone, and those fed on the combination ofsorghum and sun
flowers. Each lot received a standardgrowing mash in troughs in addition to the
standing grain.
This year the amount of sunflower seed eaten by wild birds seemed to be
ratherhigh.The loss of sorghum from thissource did not appear to begreat.
The stiffstalks of the ripened sunflowers, and the height whichthey attained
made it necessary tobreakdownsome of the stalks sothat the turkeys could make
useof the seed. The sorghumstalkswere flexible enough so that the turkeys had
no trouble in harvesting the grain from the heads. (Project 79. Leaders: Wm.
Kohlmeyer and D. G. Jones, Poultry Department.)
Arethereanybenefits tobeobtained fromdubbingLeghorn pullets?
The removal of most of the comb and wattles of the chicken is known as
dubbing. The dubbing of breeding males has been commonly practised in some
sections of the United States. Dubbed males are less subject to injury from fight
ing or to freezing damage due to low temperatures. Dubbed males often give
higher fertility thannormal males. No reports areavailable as to theeffects onegg
production and mortality when females are dubbed.
Two pens of normal and two pens of dubbed White Leghorn pullets were
housed and were compared from November 1, 1947 to September 14, 1948. All
pens were fed thesame grain andmash laying ration, with water andoyster shells.
Daily records were keptofeggproduction and mortality foreach pen. Percent egg
production wascalculated on a hen-day basis.
The following table gives the firstyear's results bymonths:
Pens 1 and 3—Dubbed Pens 2 and 4—Normal
Percent Percent
mortality mortality
Percent (Starting Percent (Starting
production no.) Hen days Total eggs production no.)
26.36 1.09 2723 861 31.62 2.17
62.83 0.00 2790 1961 70.29 0.00
58.76 3.26 2775 1489 53.66 1.09
66.45 2.17 2554 1718 67.27 2.17
71.33 2.17 2622 1856 70.78 4.35
69.61 1.09 2375 1674 70.48 6.52
62.78 1.09 • 2356 1629 69.14 2.17
55.88 7.61 2147 1454 67.72 5.43
56.57 11.96 2009 1250 62.22 10.87
52.18 0.00 1826 1037 56.79 3.26
46.03 0.00 741 387 52.23 0.00
57.85* 31.52 24918 15316 61.46* 38.04Totals 25520 14763 . . 24918 15316 61.46* 38.04
^Weighted nvcnigc.
It would seem that the dubbed pullets were slightly slower coming into pro
duction thanthenormal pullets. The rate ofegg production for the dubbed birds
was slightly higher during January. No differences in egg production occurred
during February,March,and April.
The reduced rate of lay by the dubbed pullets during the summer months
was rather surprising. This suggests that the large comb and wattles of normal
Mediterranean females may furnish an important means of heat loss during hot
weather.
No death losses occurred as a result of the dubbing operation. The rather
high mortality during the laying period did not seem tobe related tothe presence
or absence of comb and wattles.
Thefirst year's results fail to show any important benefits from dubbing Leg
horn pullets for the type ofwinter weather encountered in 1947-48. Normal birds
seem to withstand hot summer weather better than those with the comb and wat
tles removed. (Project 194. Leaders: D. G. Jones and Wm. Kohlmeyer, Poultry
Department.)
Newell Station
H ARRY E. Weakly, Superintendent
Methods of increasing vegetable yields on five vegetable crops by the use of
fertilizers were tested at the Newell station and summarized in the report on page
20.
Whatmethods of improving swine production efficiency arebeing studied at the
Newell substation?
This project is designed to improve swine production efLciency through
breeding and feeding techniques. Due toinsufficient help only breeding work has
been done in recent years.
The breeding stock are purebred Hampshires. The herd is being developed
as an inbred line with selection being based on (1) growth rate, (2) productivity,
(3) freedom from defects, and (4) body conformation.
The following table gives the production data on the herd:
Summary ofLitter Records ofHampshire Inbred Lines, Newell, South Dakota
Number of litters . 12 11 11 11 12 10
Average inbreeding percent
Sows .0013 .0045 .0868 .1703 .2219 2023
Litters-.-. 0176 • .0981 .1700 .2386 .2276 .1906
Average number pigs per litter
Farrowed 8.0 9.2 9.9 10.5 9.5 9 8
21 days 6.4 5.9 7.5 5.7 7 5 4 7
56days 6.2 5.0 7.1 5.0 7.2 3.9
Average weight per pig
Birth 2.8 3.0 2.7 2.5 2.7 2 5
21 days 9.3 10.8 10.0 10.1 10.1 9 0 .
56 days 22.6 28.0 26.0 31.6 31.6 23.4
Average weight
perpigat 154 days 79.9 132.5 140.0 155.3 135.6 129.9
Average weight
per pig at 180days 102.7 162.0 189.3 198.2 173.1
Average score perpig 37.9 43.5 44.7 38.4 372 354
Average index 56.5 97.6 105.4 119.2 104.6 87.4
% eligible for registration 75.6 65.3 94.5 79.1 86.8 75.7
Finishing weight for pig 223 200 235 227 230
Grain, protein and mineral
per 100 lbs. gain with
pigs onpasture ...387* 326* 353t 390J 404i
•Grain was wheat.
tGrain was barley reduced to wheat (barley worth 84 percent of wheat).
tAll grains used but barley was chief grain.
Several outcrosses have been made with boars and gilts of this line. In all
cases good performance has been observed. It appears likely the line has some
value in commercial production. (Project 132. Leaders: Leslie E. Johnson, Rich
ard O. Smith, Animal Husbandry Department.)
What level of feeding is recommended for eweIambs?
The effect different levels of feeding have on the development and the future
productivity of ewe lambs is being studied in this project. These ewes are grazed
under similar conditions during the summer grazing season and weights are
taken to study the effect of the previous winter's feeding while they are on the
range.
Results to date indicate that under conditions inwestern South Dakota, ewe
lambs fed ahay ration including I pound alfalfa and 2to 2.5 pounds wheatgrass
hay the first year and the same hay ration with an additional Vi to %pound of
barley per head daily the second winter make comparable growth and develop-
ment to ewe lambs fed barley and bay botb years. Production offleece and lambs
by yearling ewes also compares favorably with the better fed group.
This project, like project 159, had to be discontinued due to blizzard condi
tions. Experimental feeding will be continued to determine whether subsequent
results bear out those of the initial two years. (Project 161. Leaders. Leslie E.
Johnson, J. W. McCarty, Thomas W. Dowe, Animal Husbandry Department.)
In wintering bred ewes, what level of feeding will give the best return in wool and
lambs produced?
This experiment is designed to study: (1) the level of concentrate feeding of
bred range ewes that will produce the most return through wool and lambs pro
duced; (2) alfalfa hay as the only roughage to a mixture of alfalfa and western
wheatgrass hay; and (3) the value of chopping hay for the winter feeding of
pregnant ewes.
Two years' work show that bred ewes receiving 1pound of alfalfa hay and
2.5 pounds wheatgrass hay made higher average daily gains than ewes receiving
3.5 pounds of alfalfa hay. The chopped alfalfa and wheatgrass mixture gave the
best average daily gain as well as the heaviest fleeces. Adding barley to the ration
increased the average weight of the ewe, the fleece weight, and lamb weight at
weaning.
The third year's work had to he discontinued because of blizzards in the
Newell substation area. However, this project is to he continued. (Project 159.
Leaders: Leslie E.Johnson, J. W. McCarty, Thomas W.Dowe, Animal Husband
ry Department.)
Antelope Range
Mike House, Superintendent
What isthe best way for cattle, sheep and antelope to utilize our ranges?
The purposes of this project are: (1) To determine the carrying capacity of
laiiges in the north-western part of South Dakota, (2) to determine the competi
tion of cattle, sheep and antelope for grasses and plants, and (3) to determine the
parasite inter-relationship of the above three species of animals.
To date the project isstill in the formative stage. Acarrying capacity survey
has been completed. Pastures and fences have been laid out and 24 miles of fence
are under construction. Equipment, cattle and sheep have been assembled to study
the problems stated. (Project 177. Leaders: Leslie E. Johnson, Thomas W. Dowe,
Animal HusbandryDepartment.)
Publications
Bulletins
Hard Surfaced Floors.Bulletin 393. ByJohn Wiersma
RushmoreWheat. Bulletin394. ByJ. E. Grafiusand V. A. Dirks
Sorghum Fodder forBred Ewes. Bulletin 395. By L. E. Johnson and George
E. Staples
Storing Grain Sorghum. Bulletin 396. By H. H. DeLong and E. I. White-
head
The Wireworms (Elateridae) ofS.Dak. T. Bulletin 8. By H. C. Severin.
Circulars
CornPerformance Tests—1948. Circular 76. By D. B.Shank
Wireworms and How to ControlThem. Circular77. By H. C. Severin
Journal Articles by Staff Members
Agronomy
J-216 J. E. Grafius, A Four-Row Nursery Seeder. Journalof American Society of
Agronomy, 1949.
J-217E. H. Hehn, J. E. Grafius. Resistance of Spring Wheat to Grasshoppers.
Journal of the AmericanSociety of Agronomy, 1949.
Chemistry
J-215 H. L. Klug, G. P. Lampson. A Comparison of Methods for the Determina
tion of Arsenic in Biological Materials and in Organic Compounds. Pro
ceedings of the South Dakota Academy of Science, 1949.
J-220 R. Wilcox, A. L. Moxon. An Improved Method for the Determination of
CrudeFiberand Nitrogen FreeExtract in Feeds. Proceedings of the South
Dakota Academy of Science, 1949.
)-221 A.Smith, A.L.Moxon. Paper Partition Chromatography fortheSeparation
of Analogues of Sulfur Amino Acids. Proceedings of the South Dakota
Academy of Science, \9A9.
1-222 G. F. Gastler. The Use of Versenate for the Determination of Calcium and
Magnesium in Watersand in Plant Materials. Proceedings of the SouthDa
kota Academy of Science, 1949.
J-223 D. F. Peterson, A. L. Moxon, Wm. Kohlmeyer. Changes in Blood Calcium,
Phosphorus, Magnesium, Sodium, and Potassium Levels Resulting from
Egg Production in the Broad Breasted Bronze Turkey. Proceedingsof the
South Dakota Academy of Science, 1949.
J-224 R. D. Harshfield, H. L. Klug. The Effect of British Anti-Lewisite on Selen
ium Toxicity in Rats. Proceedings of the South Dakota Academy of Science,
1949.
J-225 H. L. Klug, R. D. Harshfield. Methionine and Selenium Toxicity in Rats.
Proeeedings of the South Dakota Aeademy of Science, 1949.
J-226 H. L. Klug, D. F. Peterson, A. L. Moxon. The Toxicity of Selenium Ana
logues of Cystine and Methionine. Proceedings of the South Dakota Acad
emy of Seience, 1949.
J-227 H. L. Klug, D. F. Peterson. The Reaction of Selenous Acid with Cysteine.
Proceedings of the South Dakota Academy of Science, 1949.
Home Economics
J-218E. L. Phelps, Lillian Lund. Chemical Changes in Wool Resulting from
Wear and Dry Cleaning, fournal of Home Economics, 1949.
Poultry
J-219 T. W. Paulson, A. L. Moxon, W. O. Wilson. Blood Composition of Broad-
Breasted Bronze Breeding Turkeys. Poultry Science, 1949.
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Glenn Avery, B.S
Soil Survey Supervisor, SCS
Ralph Cline, B.S.— Project Supervisor, SCS
L. M. Stahler, Ph.D Associate, USDA
E. J. Williamson, B.S
Lab. Soils Technician, BR
Animal Husbandry
L. E. Johnson, Ph.D. Animal Husbandman
J. W. Wilson, M.S., Ll.D
Animal Husbandman, Emeritus
Turner Wright, B.S Associate
Wm. E. Dinusson, Ph.D ___ Assistant
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Ellis Pierce, M.S. Assistant
Richard O. Smith, M.S Assistant
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T. W. Dowe, B.S Assistant
A. B. Nelson, B.S Assistant
Chemistry
A. L. Moxon, Ph.D. Chemist
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E. 1. Whitehead, M.S — Assistant
George Gastler, M.S. ... Assistant
Donald Peterson, M.S. Research Associate
Frances Moyer, M.S Analyst
Geo. Lampson, B.S.— Research Associate
Dairy Department
Philip L. Kelly, Ph.D. Dairy Husbandman
George E. Turner, Ph.D Associate
Arthur E. Dracy, Ph.D Assistant
D. F. Breazeale, Ph.D Associate
E. H. Bartle, B.S. Assistant
Entomology
H. C. Severin, M.A Entomologist
Gerald B. Spawn, Ph.D Associate
Wm. M. Rogoff, Ph.D Assistant
John Lofgren, B.S. Assistant
Home Economics
Alice Rosenberger, M.S. Home Economics
Lida Burrill, Ph.D Associate
Lillian Lund, M.S. Assistant
Horticulture
S. A. McCrory, M.A. Horticulturist
N. E. Hansen, Sc.D.
Horticulturist, Emeritus
Leonard Yager, B.S.A Assistant
Marcus A. Maxon, M.S Assistant
Plant Pathology
C. M. Nagel, Ph.D Plant Pathologist
L. T. Richardson, Ph.D Associate
John T. Slykhuis, Ph.D Assistant
George Bruehl, Ph.D Associate, BPI
Poultry
Wm. Kohlmeyer, M.S
..Poultry Husbandman
D. G. Jones, Ph.D. Associate
Publications
Marjorie R. King Station Editor
Rural Sociology
W. F. Kumlien, Ph.D Rural Sociologist
Veterinary
G. S. Harshfield, D.V.M., M.S. —.
Veterinarian
J. B. Taylor, D.V.M Assistant
Mary E. Sherwood, B.S
Veterinary Technician
Substations
Carl B. Larsen Superintendent
Range Field Station, Cottonwood
Albert Dittman Superintendent
North-Central Substation, Eureka
Gerald Keehn Superintendent
Central Substation, Highmore
Harry E. Weakly ..Superintendent
U. S. Belle Fourche Station, Newell
Mike House... ... Superintendent
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RESIGNATIONS
Date
Agricultural Economics
D. G. Paterson, Assistant Professor.. March 31, 1949
Kenneth A. Monson, Fieldman, Farm Management March 31, 1949
Animal Husbandry
T. W. Dowe, Assistant Animal Husbandman Sept. 15, 1948
A. B. Nelson, Assistant Animal Husbandman Aug. 31, 1948
Chemistry
Geo. Lampson, Research Associate.. — Sept. 15, 1948
Horticulture
Leonard Yaeger, Assistant Horticulturist May 31, 1949
APPOINTMENTS
Date
Agricultural Economics
Kenneth A. Monson, Assistant Economist Oct. 8, 1948
Agricultural Engineering
Leonard J. Erie, Agricultural Engineer (SCS) -—Oct. 22, 1948
Animal Husbandry
Wm. E. Dinusson, Assistant Animal Husbandman Oct. 1, 1948
J. Walters MgCarty, AssistantAnimal Husbandman 1 Oct. 16, 1948
Richard O. Smith, Assistant Animal Husbandman Feb. 1, 1949
George E. Staples, Assistant Animal Husbandman Sept. 1, 1948
Chemistry
Donald Peterson, ResearchAssistant Sept. 15, 1948
Dairy
Arthur E. Dracy, AssistantDairy Husbandman Sept. 16, 1948
George E. Turner, Associate Dairy Husbandman Nov. 16, 1948
Entomology
Wm. M. Rogoff, AssistantEntomologist July 1, 1948
Horticulture
Marcus A. Maxon, Assistant Horticulturist Sept. 13, 1948
Plant Pathology
L. T. Richardson, Associate Plant Pathologist June 7, 1949
John T. Slykhuis, Assistant Plant Pathologist June 25, 1949
Publications
Marjorie R. King, Station Editor Oct. 1, 1948
Veterinary
Mary E. Sherwood,Veterinary Technician ! Jan. 1, 1949
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